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North Saanich council 
doesn’t feel its volunteer 
firemen are equipped to 
han He a major fire at Victoria 
International Airport.
But if a fire breaks out on 
leased property at the airport, 
the firemen are legally 
obligated to try to put it out, 
the municipality’s solicitors 
said Monday.
“The crunch came on April 
1,” Wilf Price, chairman of 
the fire committee, told The 
Review in a telephone in­
terview Tuesday.
On April 1, the federal 
government’s staff cut-back 
program was initiated. The 
effect was to reduce ministry 
of transport fire protection 
from a 24-hour service to an 
18-hour service operating 
between 6 a.m. and midnight.
From midnight until 6 a m. 
the North Saanich volunteer 
firefighters have, according to 
a letter to council Monday 
from the municipal solicitors, 
a legal obligation to offer the 
same standard of fire 
protection at the airport as 
they offer; to other persons 
frorh; whom the municipality 
; is collecting taxes.
But there are properties oh 
the airport which are not 
leased — arid i therefore not 
taxed and they fall into a 
different legal category, 
according to the solicitors. ,
While the municipality; is 
legally obligated to protect 
taxed properties at the air­
port, and not strictly under 
legal obligation to protect
Cympsfon wants probe
A vi.sibly angry Aid. (Jeorge 
Cuinpston said Monday it was 
‘•utterly disgraceful” that a 
member of North Saanich 
council would stand up and 
openly criticize the municip<il 
staff.
He was reacting to a 
statement made last week by 
Aid. John Lapham, regarding 
the quality of administrative
ser\'ice.
Lapham denied having 
questioned the efficiency of 
the whole administrative 
staff.
“How can you expect a staff 
to be efficient, and 1 think they 
are, if this sort of thing goes 
on?” demanded C>impston. 
“It has got to stop.”
“If you think such a terrible 
thing was said, you shouldn’t 
bring it forward and repeat it 
when Aid. Lapham can’t 
defend himself without also 
repeating what was said. 
“Grieve counselled.
And he added, “the whole 
thing will now end up in the 
press”.
“I do not speak for the 
benefit of the press,” said 
Cumpston.
Lumpston
The matter was dropped for 
the moment, only to be 
revived later in the meeting, 
when council was considering 
the budget amendment bylaw.
provement, ’ 
quietly a.sked.
Ho w'as asked what he was 
getting at.
“It’s obvious w'hat I am 
getting at.”
“If there’s any feeling that 
our staff is not doing the job 
they are employed to do, I 
think such feeling should be 
laid at rest.”
Cumston went on to say 
that, due to the many things 
that have been happening in 
the municipality, therg was 
unrest among the staff.
Mayor Paul Grieve took 
exception to Cumpston’s re­
opening the subject in an open 
council meeting.
“I was wondering whether, 
in the opinion of the majority 
of council, it would be ad­
visable to employ a 
management consultant to 
review staff services and 
make suggestions for im-
There is nothing worse 
for morale or efficiency than 
unrest which arises from 
insinuations and criticisms,” 
he said.
'Grieve lashed out at 
Cumpsston, saying he thought 
it was “grossly; unfair” and 
“counter-productive” to bring
personnel matters before 
council when members could 
not speak freely.
Aid. George Aylard said “if 
an unbiased approach and 
study was made, it could be of 
benefit to all members of 
council and staff as well”.
He said it would provide 
council with information as to 
where they were going and 
offer thoughts on how to run 
the municipality.
Grieve said he thought there 
could be a much cheaper way 
of clearing tlie air, by simply 
holding an in camera session 
(closed to the public and 
press).
Council went into closed 
session at the end of the 
meeting.
Grieve told The Review 
Tuesday the decision had been 
made to set up a committee to
review staff services.
The draft Regional Plan —- 
which slashes population 
growth figures by 14,000 on the 
peninsula -T- will not mean 
peninsula nauriicipalities will : 
suffer finaricially, ; (japital 
Region Board Chairirian Jim 
Campbell promised this week;
Campbell said an essential
ingredient of the document, 
which will shortly go before 
member municipalities and 
{ areas for study, provides for 
“growth equalization 
' . payrrierits”/ to help meet the" 
cost of sewers and other in­
frastructure expenditures 
incurred on the basis of larger
population’ projections. ;
These capital costs, he said, 
would be . spread oyer ; ^ 
district as a whole.
The various municipalities 
^'ouldv theri^,; have - to j aricept 
suclj collective re^nsibility.
in order to achieve the. most
Continued on Page 2
“HOW LONG IS he going to stay on 
that thing?” That seems to be the 
question this dog is asking about his 
master, who seems too intent on his
conversation to realize his pet is get­
ting impatient. Both were 





rational. growth of the entire 
Greater Victoria area arid the 
preservation of the Saanich 
Peninsula.;
Campbell said if the plan is 
to be adopted and to work, 
local authorities must think
and act bey ond purely >; 
municipal boundaries 
The chairman of the 
regional planning committee; . 
— Victoria Mayor Peter 
Pollen ~ was not optimistic 
the draft plan would be ac­
cepted^; arid;; implemerited;;; 
because of the “Multiplicity of 
: componerils” making up the 
district.
He said he was prepared to 
urge the provincial govern­
ment to impose it on the area;
Continued; on: Page,
The Capital Regional 
Board’s director of 
engineering is either in­
competent or lias deliberately 
misled the board’s public 
works committee, Sidney 
Mayor Stan Dear charged la.st 
week.
bear made the charges in a 
letter to CRD board chairman 
.Jim Campbell last Friday.
The letter was prompted by 
the mayor’s receipt of a copy 
of the minutes of an April 10 
meeting of the CRD public 
works committee,
Those minutes. Dear said, 
carried n rMume of a report 
on Sidney's sewage treatment 
plant made by tin?, engineering 
director' William Gtsrry ♦ ami 
of discussimvof that rejwrt.
Gerry’s report, the mayor 
charged, was, “without a 
doubt, one of the most 
08tonl.shlng displays of 
misleading, biased and 
outright false reporting that 1
Dear said Sidney’s public 
works superintendent, Tod 
Clarke, had assured him 
Gerry’s report “was given in 
good faith and that it (was) 
unfortunatt? that the director 
was not kept informed on tlie 
situation ns it now evisls”.
“1 am afraid that I cannot 
be so charitable ns Clarke,” 
Dear said,
“1 l)ellev(! that tlie director
of engineering either (i)
have ever seen’
deliberately misled (he i; CJiD 
public works) commilUe, or 
(2' is incompetent,”
The mayor listed four 
rea.sonH for his (>ellef,'
During the April 10 meeting 
• as reported in the minutes • 
(jlerry failed to tell the com­
mittee Sidney had, on 
retainer, the firm of Willis, 
Cnnliffe and Tail to act ns the 
town's enginecr.s,
This failure was inexcusable 
iKJcmise a committee member 
had a.sked specifically if 
Sidney had engineers, Dear
hinted.
“Gerry has been well aware 
of (the status of Willi.s, 
Cunliffc and Tail) for some 
time,” he .said, “through 
{iiscus.sion.s with mo and 
through attendanoe at 
meetings with representatives 
of (the firm)”.
Gerry had told the com- 
millee the Sitlney treatment , 
plantwas "not being operated 
projK*rly (l)y presonl trained 
town staff) to achieve the 
necessary discharge stan­
dards” retiiiired Ijy the 
facility's o|HM‘ating iHirmit, 
issnt'd l>y the [irovincial 
Pollution Control Branch, ‘
"But what (Gerry) foiled to 
report is (hat, at the present 
lime, with storm water en- 
taring the plant, U is not 
ixwslhle to operate tlie plnnl 
within permit standards and 
that neither he nor any 
present member of the (CRD) 
staff have given us any in­
dication that they could so,”
Dear said,
He said if operation within 
the requirements was 
possible, it was “inexcusable 
that we have not been given 
the necessary information 
months ago".
Gerry'.s claim, at the April
Continued on Rage 2
Former Central Saanich Aid. Ted Clayards has withdrawn 
from the race for that municipality’s seat on the Capital 
Regional Board.
Clayards announced he was withdrawing his name in a 
teiephone interview Tuesday, adding he would continue to seek 
the alderman’s seat left vacant on council by the resignation of 
Aid. Jean Butler.
Clayards announced his candidacy for both .seats last week.
He said Tuesday he had been forced to rc-considcr his can­
didacy for the regional board seat because that board meets 
only in the daytime,
Business interests would not allow him to devote full-time 
duty to the regional representative’s job, Clayards told The 
Review.
His witlidrawal lcave.s two contestants for the regional .seat in 
Central Saanich’s June 2‘2 byoleetion, called after the recent 
fioath of the municipality’s mayor, Archie Galbraith,
Former alderman Peixy Lazarz - who lo.st hi.s seal on coutici) 
by one vole in last November's general elections- and Mrs.
Lazarz is also running for Mrs. Butler's council sent, which
‘ im
nCMP today arc 
trying to find out whose body 
was left in dense busli on the 
Kn.st Saanich Indian Roservo 
about 20 years ago,
A police spokesman 
Tuesday said the local detach­
ment has still unearthed no 
clues which might help 
identify a skeleton found last 
Wednesday on the resorvo,
The skeleton was found by 
Central Saanich Police Chief 
Bob Miles, who was con­
ducting a routine check on a 
oar on Ruckle Road when he 
spotted the human, rcmnlnB, 
Since the skeleton was on 
Indian land, the case was 
turned (wer to Sidney RCMP, 
Const, Jo.se Brochez- the 
RCMP member assigned to
the case • Kuid this wcjck he 
bellevc'd the skeleton was 
probably that of a miile.
It appeared to have been In 
the bush for about 20 years, he 
added.
Tests are now being made 
on the skeletal remains at the 
RCMP’s crime laboratory in 
Vancouver, in on attempt to 
determine lt« identity.
A 22-year-old Sidney man 
was to appear in Victoria 
Provincial Court Tuesday 
afternoon to face charges of 
j)Osse.ssion of heroin for the 
purposes of trafficking in 
Sidney last Wednesday.
Michael Peter Lovejoy, of 
1480 McTavish Road, was 
charged with offence tlwl day, 
after he was arrested by 
members of the Victoria 
FICMP subdivision drug 
section in parking lot of a 
Sidney hotel.
Tlie charge followed the 
seizure of 28 cnpsulcK of what 
police allege to bo heroin.
Lovejoy appeared In Sidney 
Provincial Court Thursday, 
when Judge Denzil G. Ashby 
ordered him held in custody 
until bail of $2,000 could be 
-posted,
In yioloiia court Monday, 
however, it was diseoyered 
the ball pa jicrs ha d not been 
properly drawn up.
Lovojoy’N bitorncy refused 
to enter a plea to the chargoa 
until hla cliont was given an 
opportunity to be freed on ball.
Judge William Ostler 
agreed, remanding Lovejoy 
for an appearance lot© 
Tuesday afternoon, when It
was expected a date for a 
preliminary enquiry would be 
set.'
Boat Jbyrm
Four persons were treated 
and released at Rest Haven 
Hospital Friday after fire 
destroyed a boat In Satellite 
Channel, off Moses Point, at 7 
'T-m.'.;:,, ;
None of the four wore 
reported to have serious in•
;.jurlo8,.v■.’'
Sidney RCMP Monday said 
(the cause of the blaze aboard a 
20-fobt SangsterCraft boat had 
not yet been determined.
The boat burned to the 
waterline and sank, police 
said.';;'’,';'”:;:;,.
The four jasraons aboard at 
the lime of the blaze inoluded 
tiio craft's ownera « Mr. and 
Mrs, LemiRoene, of Mill Bay • 
and another Mill Bay couple, 
Mr. and Mrs, G. Parent.
All four abandoned the 
sinking eraftand were picked 
up by a passing boat.
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RAIN OR SHINE, THIS young lady is ready for it. 
Topless truck is a “must” for sunny days, she told 
The Review, while the umbrella serves as a shield
from sudden spring showers. Driving in the rain does 
pose one problem, though - the umbrella tends to turn 
itself into a sail.
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others, the nub of the problem, agreement, the North Saanich of volunteers to use this matter settled,” Price said.
Price said, is thaL the fire . volunteer fire departoent has equipment should also have
department is not equipped to agreed to attend structural been provided, tiope the MoT will
■ handle buildings: and aircraft fires only at three MoT “I guess we will have to tske;another look;at this and
which contain highly volatile buildings, including,the term- r hope and pray there is no offer : 24-hpur fire protection
fuel. inal building, the MoT work major fire until we get this again.”
‘‘Our men don’t have shop and the MoT power 
asbestos suits, foam or foam house, 
r' adapters to fight aircriaft aiid ^ -^?:; The conditions under which
high volatile fuel fires,” he 
:;’:'Said.’‘ .'/v :r'/-:"
Dear
meeting, that the Sidney plani: 
‘‘should be operated by one 
man on an eight-hour day” 
basis ‘‘implies the town is 
guilty of mismanagement,” 
Dear said, especially since 
Gerry added the claim the 
facility is being operated by 
two men on an eight-hour day 
basis.
‘‘In making this statement, 
the director was either 
deliberately misleading the 
committee or was unaware of 
■ the facts, inexcusable for a 
man in his position, ” Dear 
said.
He said the plant could not 
be operated by one man 
working an eight-hour shift.
‘‘Because of pump dif­
ficulties - and - Gerry is fully 
aware of this - it was found 
necessary to go a seven-day 
operation almost a year ago,” 
the mayor said.
Dear described Gerry’s 
claim that the staff at the 
Sidney plant was unwilling to 
take direction or instruction 
from CRD staff as “utterly 
false”.
“When this same charge 
was levelled by the director 
last year, I immediately 
investigated,” the mayor 
said, “(only) to hear quite a 
different story from staff 
members (in Sidney).”
He said he had arranged a 
meeting between tlie Sidney 
staff and Gerry last Sep­
tember, when many of the 
problems the director had 
reported were discussed.
“Since that time, a working 
agreement has been reached 
between the Sidney staff and 
the regional staff,” Dear said, 
“and any suggestions by the 
latter which might alleviate 
problems here have been 
acted upon promptly...”
Dear then went on to offer 
angry criticism of Gerry;
“Actually, the truth of the 
matter is that the director of 
engineering is unwilling to 
accept assistance from the 
engineers...” the mayor said;
“I learned only today (April 
26) that V^illis^ Cunliffe and : 
"Tait approached (Gerryj 
some Tour ( months ago and;
Frorri Fade 1
offered assistance, an offer 
which has not yet been ac­
cepted.”
He said the engineering 
firm’s offer had come when 
the company had learned of 
problems at the plant, adding 
the assistance was offered “at 
no additional cost”.
The offer. Dear said, was 
rejected outright by Gerry.
He said he had subsequently 
specifically asked the 
engineering firm to provide 
Sidney with the offered 
assistance, a request which 
had placed Willis, Cunliffe and 
Tait “in a rather awkward 
position, as they were 
reluctant to antagonize the 
regional staff (which) had 
dismissed them.”
The mayor said he felt 
proper operation of the 
sewage plant was being 
“actively obstructed” by 
Gerry; had he known this 
earlier, he added, he would 
“have acted months ago”.
Many of the problems at the 
plant are now on the verge of 
being solved, Dear said, 
because of the help being 
offered by Willis, Cunliffe and 
Tait.
We’ii Be Discussing Your Community Plan 
Serisbyry School, Thursday, Msy 9,
are invited to discuss vital
issues including
.Zoning changes 
• Local Parks 
'.SewerS''
, : .Development ^
.Logging
It’s your Community, your property, your meeting. P.S. watch for the 
meeting agenda, Questionaire, and colored planning maps in your Mail
sponsored by the North Saanich Planning Council Committee and 
(Dean ;Park(;Ratepayers'. Association.;;''(
And they don’t' have the 
training, he added.
Price said an inspector from 
the fire marshall’s office of 
the proyiricial government 
was out a month ago to inspect 
the situation;
It is expected his report will 
show the seriousness of the ( 
situation and the inadequacy 
of the volun teer department to 
cope with a major airport fire.
But what happens in the 
interim was the subject of long 
debate at council Monday 
evening.
“I Ijelicve our men, as in­
dividuals, would go in to assist 
in the event of an airiwt 
fire...But the chief won’t 
demand his men go in,” Price 
said.
The fire chief has compiled 
u list of huildings which his 
dopartmenl would he 




Wharo moatfs are a specialty, not a sidoiine
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOR SERUICR AND QUALITY
BmoketV"..;
PICNIC ^ ^ , ,,
(Iraile *A' ;
CROSS RIB ROASTS . H
Grade *A’. ■ ■ ■ -
CHUCK STEAKS
(this agreement will be carried 
out are specific: a fully- 
qualified MoT fireman must 
be on duty from midnight until 
6 a m. to accept alT calls and 
be responsible for them; the 
alarm system must be 
changed completely; and 
additional equipment must be 
made available to the 
department.
“If the equipment was 
necessary at the airport 
during the years it was under 
tlie protection of the DND and 
MoT and now laid-on volun­
teers, 1 can’t see why the 
federal government didn’t 
give the municipalities a 
chance to purchase or take 
over the equipment," Price 
■ Haid,( ''
And, ho added, the training
¥6TiSRsirAT
AT
wishes;' TO ANNOUNCE THE: OPENING 
-of her-practice,'at
1189 Verdier Ave., in Brentwood Bay 
General Practice 
652-1412






DON’T MISS OUR SPECIAL MENU FOR THE 
MOM IN YOUR LIFE RESERVE NOW 
652-2413 Z-LOUNGER
SIDE BAC0N .«. i
PRIME RIB or 
ROLLED BANQUET STYLE






This eclectic style La-Z-Boy’' chair (ends itself to any surrounding. It, 
16 the perfect focal point for any roam, no matter whiit the decor. It's 
the clasGic bonuty that transcends the ornamont;)l,,For those who want 
to lounge in style and comfort, this genuino* La-Z-Boy* l.a-Z l ourifer* 
Is famous for its graceful beauty and .smooth, effortless reclining. It is 
fully reclinable. even to full bed, witji .a selective built-in ottoman, 
Available in hundreds of decorator colors and fabrics. See us, your 
authorized La-Z-Boy" dealor, today. We have many styles to choose 
tromi Early American, Traditional, Contemporary, Modern and Medf- 
terranoan,












Pot- tervlee Mt qvinhty rhrvp fhr, (»t|na Blor-tf ttruicon'A'-r*
656-5501
open Daily 8t00 a.m. to 5:110 p.m, 
SPECIAUZING IN FilESII CUT MEATS
andudme freezing supplies
SfttiHtth, fjjifr n'i'linitffi . . , vuf>y as It'aniitfi hark,
AUTHORIZED LA-Z-BOY* DEALER
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rote yp for Sidney
Sidney council Monday 
struck a budget for 1974 which 
called for spending more than 
$1 million, a four-fold increase 
in the town's budget since 
1966.
Total revenue for the. town is 
up about 15 per cent from 1973, 
due largely to increased 
taxation (S108,000). which 
comes as a result of building 
activity in 1973 and of in­
creased assesments.
Despite the increases, the 
mill rate for the town will rise 
by only one-half of a mill.
In the expenditure section of 
the budget, rising costs are 
reflected in bigger budgets for 
the town's various depart­
ments,
General government cx- 
ixmses are up tibout 15 pei’ 
cent from last year, while 
protective services jumped 42 
per cent; the biggest part of 
that last hike-was attritutable 
to increased fire department 
costs, which jumped 27 per 
cent from l97;f’s totals.
Public works expenditures 
are up 24 per cent over last
year, while garbage disposal 
costs have jumped 30 per cent.
Increased emphasis on 
recreation - and increased 
costs - spelled out a 43 per cent
jump in recreation spending;
What this all means is that 
the mill rate has gone up for 
Sidney taxpayers, from 31 
mills last year to 31.5 in 1974.
SutljtEiionit & ®o£OUto
DECORATING
Paper and Vinyl Wall Coverings 
Paperhanging — Painting 
Dry Wail Repairs 
Terms
65(5-5(;7:i
KiWANlS CLUB OF SIDNEY 
First Organizational Meeting
THURSDAY 7:45 p.m. (May 9th) 
SIDNEY HOTEL
ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA, SPRING means it’s time to start is doing just that...with verve. The field he’s working is just one of 
the plowing. This young man, captured by'staff photographer many to feel the bite of a plow blade since the weather turned warm




® Men of ail ages are eligible and welcome.
©Achieve what you want for Greater Sidney by 
working together.
©Become a charter member of the
KWANIS CLUB OF SIDNEY
Got & community plont
CHS hos tlie money
Peninsula residents who 
have dreams for improving 
the community are going to 
get a chance to make them 
come true.
And the provincial govern­
ment - with a little help from 
Ottawa - may foot the bill. .
Tom Rostas, chairman of 
what once was the Citizen’s 
Advisory Committee, told The. 
Review Friday a society has ; 
been set up to process ideas ; ; 
for cbnvrnunity services and to ' ; 
provide a direct link to the 
provincial department of 
human resources for con­
sideration of funding of such 
/■■projects.:.;;?
This is the first citizen’s 
group on the southern end of 
the island to incorporate and 
become a society, he said.
Membership in the society 
to be known as the Saanich 
Peninsula District Com­
munity Resources Society is 
open to any resident of school 
District 63 who is 17 years of 
age or older.
Any community project 
which would require funding 
or assistance from the 
government can now be taken 
to the society, which will 
function as a screening 
committee.
Rostas said the provincial 
governnment decided to 
establish such societies to be 
comprised of local people who 
were in touch with the needs of 
the community.
The constitution calls tor a 
board of directors to be 
elected in such a way as to 
represent the general 
membcM'ship of the .sewHety.
There are to be nine 
directors on the board * five of 
whom have iKHsn a|ipointed for 
this year and four who will be 
elected at the gejiernl meeting 
to bo held Tuesday, May 14, at 
North Saanich School,
"The public has n big stake 
In what is going to be done* In 
this community,’’ said RosUns.
"Wo would urge as many 
pimple ns possible to jitlend 
the general meeting,"
Rastas Eitre.sscd how Im­
portant the role of the public 
Is.. ^
"Wo don't want to be a small 
power group," he said,
He said the public will have 
the power to elect the board of 
directors, which will hear and 
study the proposals brought 
Imfore tt,
if the hoard approves a 
particular project, it will then 
bo forwarded to the human 
roBourcos department in 
, Victoria with the recom­
mendation that tunds be 
granted,
If the project, or Idea, has
merit bttf cmne H'wk,
the board or a commiUeo will 
provide assistance to make 
the Idea wcwknWe,
Ako, if someone brings a 
particularly controversial 
projc-ct, or a project involving
a large grant, a public hearing 
would be called for and the 
public would have a direct say 
in whether it would truly be of 
benefit to the community.
In this way, the taxpayer 
v;ill have a direct say in how 
his tax dollars are being spent, 
Rostas said. ? :
“The idea is that it be in 
actuality a community- 
controlled venture” ?
Any member of' the com-: ; 
munity who has a project that; 
will benefit the community at ' 
large - whether it concerns 
health, education, welfare, 
recreation or beautification 
may approach the board. ^ 
"There are really no 
limits,” said Rostas. “Any 
project is eligible for con­
sideration.”
Rostas said assistance will 
be given to people who come 
Toward with an idea, but who 
need help in drawing up a 
program and formulating 
their presentation.
He also said if someone has 
a project, but does not want to , 
bedirectiy involved, the board 
will find the proper people to 
run the project.
The board will also watch 
the progress of a project and 
will be available if help i.s
needed along the way.
“The society has a great 
deal of responsibility and 
power and we wish the 
community to share in the 
administration of this power,” 
he said.
While the society is just in 
its infancy, there have been 
several achievements to date. 
/North Saanich School 
petitioned for a detached 
worker to help with children in 
the school.
The committee? approved 
the project and put the ap- 
plication through to - the 
provincial government;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
The necessary funds were 
granted and a worker was 
V hired..;; -j
The Community Action 
Group welfare rights 
organization in the greater 
Sidney area needed operating 
expenses to keep going; the 
committee was able to obtain 
funds for this.
Rostas said the committee 
is currently working on ob­
taining funds for the Aid to 
Peasioners and Handicapped 
Group.
This group had received a 
local initiatives project grant, 
which ends at the ond of June. 
The society will try to keep
the funding going, througn 
monies obtained from the 
department of human 
resources.
The money will be used to 
assist elderly pensioners who 
would not otherwise be able to 
afford to have indoor and 
outdoor repairs done on their 
■homes..; ■■ ..;■. ^
Rostas said it wasn’t until 
the beginning of April that the 
government defined the rol(^?; 
the society could play.
“We’re moved slowly until 
/ now,” he said. T
However, he feels with 
enthusiastic community in­
volvement and support, the 
society could move right 











Beacon at 5th St.
1
Just take your drivers license 
to any Motor Vehicle License Office 
and you'll get your drivers certificate.
How much you’ll pay for your 
drivers certificate will depend upon 
the number of demerit point.s you 
have on your driving record. Statis­
tics have proven that the risk of 
accidents incronsos with the num­
ber of traffic violations. So tho fewer 
points you’ve got Ihe loss monoy 
you pay.
Beginning July 1 St your driv­
ers license won't be valid without 
your drivers certificate. So get yours 
soon and avoid any delays later on.
If you’ve got any questions 
call 665-2800. Please call collect 
outside Vancouver.




Special savings on furniture, appliances, 
floor coverings, lamps, and more - 
now 'til Saturday! See and hear CKDA 
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Whilst; .we can appreciate, 
understand and, to some ex­
tent, sympathize with the stand 
taken by the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees, local 374, 
over the possible hiring of eight 
students by the town for the 
summer, we feel they have 
gone overboard on the issue.
Perhaps they have lost sight 
of the fact that the idea was, in 
fact, originated as a simple 
means of providing jobs for 
young people during the 
summer months.
SWEEP (Students Working 
for Environmental Enhan­
cement Prograni) is basically 
financed by a grant from our 
labor-oriented provincial 
government.
Given this background, we 
feel it is a pity that these eight 
students will not be hired.
The town, constantly 
scrabbling for finances, cannot 
possibly condone the union wish
iV"".
that the students be paid the 
minimum union wage of almost 
$4.50 an hour.
To the town, the government 
grant represents “found” 
money which would not other - 
wise have come its way.
Council is simply attempting 
to convert these funds, under 
the strictures of the program, 
into labor-producing hours 
which, in turn, could upgrade 
our parks.
It appears this will not take 
place.
The students will not be hired 
and the union involved will not 
gain.
The Town cannot afford, at 
this moment, even a portion of 
this wage request.
An interesting issue.
And those who suffer most of 
all are the annonymous eight 
students, some of whom may 




Derrick Mallard, who used to 
be the chairman of School 
District 63’s court of revision, 
recently prepared a brief which 
he presented to the provincial 
government, and to the 
governments of most peninsula 
municipalities.
What Mallard proposed in 
that brief is outlined in a story 
elsewhere in this edition of The 
■■^Review.
We prbp(^e to deal here with 
only one of, his recom­
mendations : that the provincial 
government “move to establish 
public ownership of all property 
rthrbughV ^^ah:t■agehcy^: whic^ 
protected from political in­
terference”.
Now we don’t think the 
-VprbvinciaTgpyerhihehV 
to do ttat^b^au^ we M 
provincial governmerit is much 
too astute a j^itical body^ 
bite off sorrt(^ng to 
when it’s already got a mouto- 
'V'fur of.problems.:; ■
We don’t really bdieve the 
government will ignore 
Mallard’s suggestion for any 
other reason.
We do believe there are more
than just a few other reasons — 
good reasons — why the 
suggestion should be given 
short shrift. ’
To begin with. Mallard’s 
suggestion — while it could look 
good on paper — overlooks one 
of the cardinal rules concerning 
government agencies; they are 
all, without exception, in­
terfered with by politicians.
That’s a fact of life, and an 
unavoidable fact, at that.
If in no other way, politicians 
interfere because politicians 
decide who’s going to run an 
algency .. . and they’re going 
to appoint^^^^^^ whose
{M)litiCal outlook reflects their 
own.
It’s true, as Mallard states, 
toaU a few people are getting 
very rich — at the expense of a 
lot of p;eople who are being 
made: poorer by manipulating 
:'-'':land:values.':;;“
And we agree something 
should be done to stop this.
But public ownership is the 
easy answer ,... and the easy 
answer isn’t always the best
; ''one.''
JOHN MANNING 
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CURE stand hit - let them strike
Page 4 Wednesday, May 8, 1974
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I read the article on the (threatened 
CUPE strike) with considerable in­
terest.
It almost appears as though CUPE, 
as a re.sult of action on the part of the 
Barrett government, has more say in 
the hiring of workers for Sidney than 
the town council.
My first reaction would be to agree 
with Aid. Anderson. Let CUPE strike.
At the same time, however, the 
council should take as much advantage 
of the Federal government offer as 
possible,
Hire 16 or 24 students and, since they 
wouldn’t have to pay the people bn 
sixike, they would be money ahead.
i realize the Federal government will 
; impose rules and regulations which 
: inight make such action impossible.
However, I’d certainly - go as far as ' 
-■'possible::?'
r The next feature isi theiUtter stuilidity ’ : 
of the CUPE representatives, if they 
have been correctly reported.
: AS; I recall previous actions on the 
part of Mr. Barrett, he was never back­
ward at accepting federal government 
handouts.
In this situation, which presumably 
applies to other B.C. areas as well as 
Sidney, the actual mathematics make 
the situation unbelievable.
I think its fair to assume that, in the 
case of Sidney at least, the eight 
students won’t be hired unless the 
Federal funds are forthcoming.
From the work description, it doesn't 
much matter whether the work is done 
this year or ever.
Call it what you will, it is a make- 
work program which could help make 
useful citizens out of a few students who 
may otherwise be idle.
Now for the mathematics - assuming 
an eight-hour day and a five-day week.




Letters from readers are wel­
come. All are subject to condensa­
tion. Views given are not necessar­
ily those of the paper.
Town of Sidney at $2.25 per hour $390 
per month.
Total earnings: $790 per month.
If the town followed the CUPE line of 
action, the student would get $4.50 per 
hour, or $780 per month.
The student loses $10 and the town is 
out $400 per month per student.
Could it be the CUPE people who 
insist on this weird line of action are 
hot residents of Sidney and therefore 
hot tax payers in tlie community.
Or maybe they are residents’ but 
don’t bother with such things as tax 
::bills?
C. McCreath 
6925 Central Saanich Rd.
Victoria
EDITOR’S NOTE: Mr. McCrcath 
overlooks several things in his letter. 
'Fhe ‘hire a student* program Sidney 
council was attempting to take ad­
vantage of was not a federal program, 
but one initiated by the provincial 
government, administered by the 
provincial department of labor and' 
paid for with B.C. tax dollars. His 
mathematics are also somewhat 
confusing; the $400 a month being of­
fered by the provincial government for 
students was NOT in addition to $2.25 
per hour council wanted to pay, but part 
of it: at $2.25 an hour, each student 
would receive about $387, gross, per 
month. The town would have to pay
In this day of labor unrest, riots, 
government deception and corruption, 
inflation, rising corporate profits and 
diminishing public service, many people 
are upset about the way things are.
About the only people who aren’t 
upset, in fact, ore newspaper reporters, 
who are being supplied with a constant 
flow of bad news, which-as everyone 
knows* is svhnt sells nowspniK'rs best.
This column is not dedicated to bad 
news; not this week, at any rate, .
This column in dedicated to ai bit of 
cheery news we can all be Uiaukful 
:'about:'K"?^
Water puts but fire.
I re-discovored this the other mor­
ning, when I was in the bathroom 
performing my daily pre-dawn 
ablutions before the mirror.
As is my wont, a cigarette dangled 
loosely from my lips as 4 pecrwl 
curiously af the Imago confronting me 
in the looking glass.
As r took toothbrush in Iwind * 
pi«pnrat.ory to clearing away the 
refuse left behind by the regiment of 
Turkish camel herders and their 
mounts which had cstabllEhed ix 
bivouac telwoen my molars the night 
previous^ I executed my (mstomary nip 
of cigarette to toilet.
As the tmtt hit the ’yater, It f.izTled 
briefly and went out,, and I was sud­
denly struck by the convenience of Uiis 
whole arrangement 
j was struck dumb i»y tlio enornniy ol 
-'■i: all:' '
Water puls out fire.,.
This ji a thing we take for granW, 
which we never really stop to Uunk
about or to take pleasure from,
But It’s a very handy thing.
Water on fire results in a masB of 
cold, soggy ashea, ready to return to 
: dust '?/
What if it didn't work that way?
WlMit if the only thing which would 
extinguish fire were somothlng very 
rare, scarce to the point of almost non- 
'•exlslenco? ■
What if, for example, the only thing 
which would put out fire were 
diamonds?
Firemen would liave a hell of a time 
of it. , '
After every fire, they'd have to 
spend hours at tlio acene, picking up 
tlieir diamonds for future reu.se.
Or, what in more likely, everything 
would have burned up long ago, alter 
huge firca got out of control because 
firemen didn't have enough diamonds 
to pul them out.
But 11 doesn't work that way, a fact 
for which we should all be extremely 
grateful,
Water IS cheap, picmuui 
(everywhere. It seems, but on the 
Saanich Peninsula) and easy to tran­
sport, ^
Unlike diamonds, H travels easily in
pipes, 8tore.s without going bud in 
ensily-constnietod containers and can 
be used without fear of dephdlng the 
available supply.
Also unlikev diamonds, firemen can 
use It without having to worry about 
recovering it after they’ve put the fire 
out.
They don't have to get out there with 
buckets to pick up what they’ve 
pumped on Uio fire in their efforts to 
put it oiit; they can just leave it lying 
around in little pools, knowing the sun 
will eventually evaporate It and the 
clouds will evenlnally return It • in the 
form of rain or melted snow or 
whatever ■ for their future collection 
and re-use,
Tbits convenience, of course, appli(» 
equally to everyone, not Just to firemen.
We can. for example, tlirow our 
cignroUe butts into the toilet and know 
they will be <.«tingui{ihed; we don't 
h.'i'vc toVvorry r.VaAit the b'.iU r.vlthig fire 
to the septic tank or the .sewer treat­
ment plan!.
If wo all had to keep buckets of 
diamonds around the house, ready to 
extinguish clgnreile butts, stove fires 
or rubbisili fires which were getting out 
of control, we'd be in trouble.
I don’t know (y( anyone who has that
I
kind of money, the amount required to 
keep buckcLs of diamond.s around the 
house, I mean.
But since water does put opt fires,wo 
don’t have to worry nlxiut that kind of 
thing.
Just about everybody can afford to 
have water around, for one purpose or 
another, and it can always bo pressed 
into use for emergency purposes, to piit 
out fires,
That's one less thiilg for us to worry 
about, one less ulcer for us to feed.
And It's such good now.s that I think 
we, on the peninsula, should take the 
lead in spreading the good word to the 
rest of the world.
What I propose is simple enough; we 
should prevail upon the eoiinells of the 
three Peninsula municipalities to 
declare a water Appreciation Week, 
sometime during the year, when ptniple 
from all' walks of life could offer 
testimonials to the effecliveness of 
Water in putting put fires.
I'm sure the fire deparlmenls - all of 
whom are very much aware of the 
effectivene.ss of water in their work • 
would CO operate, as would just about 
nnylvody wlio has ever had cause to put 
out a fire, however small.
That include.H everybmiy, of coui'.se,' 
v.lvieh v;ouldiw’';"ni wc vovild la? .ti.sur vd 
of fuir community participation.
I leave the details (o minds beller- 
equipped to handle organization than 
my own, by 1 offer tlie idea free to 
; whoever wnnf.s to do something with it.
I look forward to the whole week with, 
ns I said in the Ijoginnlng, gralilnde and 
awe.
such things at UIC contributions. WGB 
contributions and the like, boosting the 
total wage bill per student to slightly 
more than $400. The town, under the 
program, would have paid the costs 
above $400 for each student. Council 
never intended to pay the students $2.25 
an hour PLUS the $400 from the 
provincial government; the student 
would NOT be losing $10 a month at the 
CUPE rate, but gaining about $387. The 
salaries, in other, words, would be ef­
fectively doubled.
Consumers' action
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The public interest of the consumer 
as a citizen is waiting to be represented.
Yet the consumer is hot represented 
at the bargaining table, where he 
rightfully belongs.
Labor and management have never ^ 
comprised more than 48 percent of the 
populace and the remaining majority is 
asleep and, when awake, silent.
It is time the bargaining rights of t’ne 
consumer were recognized publicly, on 
a provincial and a national basis, and 
given the role of representing the public 
interest.
But as yet there is no public 
organization of consumers that has, as 
its primary purpose, industrial 
representation of the consumer at the 
bargaining table and at the policy­
making tables.
There should be such an association 
of interested, intelligent and respon­
sible persons — who have no direct 
interest in labor unions or industrial 
management.
Inflation has become an increasingly 
severe problem, our number one 
provincial and national problem.
It demands an effective answer that 
governments cannot, by themselves, 
handle,
I’articipation directly in the policy­
making must be given to the consumers 
organized properly on an industrial 
louiidatioii.proviiicially and nationally.
But first must come a thorough job of 
organization, that will require con­
siderable offorLs to encourage the silent 
majority to hcconu! ro.s|jonsibly active 
and intelligently informed,
Now is the time for action.
Perhaps the new.spaper.s will en- 
coiirage the formation of a Comsiimer- 
Citizens’ Pulilie Interest Asswdatioti for 
Industrial Hepre.Sentation,'
The country needs a responsible and 
intelligent apiiroacli to (ho problems of 
inflation, excessive conflict and 





In answer to a couple of slatemenLs 
made in a letter to the editor, in last 
week’s Ueview (May 1). quote;
", ■,. as for .sujvervised aetivitie,s that 
'we (teens) do not fee out for, where are 
they ?"
Obviously. I,aura and .lane, you doh'l 
nhvay.s read your local newspa'per.
If you had, you would have noticed 
that there Is a group trying to get on Us 
feet (Namely; Sidney Teen Aclivily 
(iroup) since February of this year. 
The group eonsists of a handful of 
willing teenagers {Kitting in {irecious 
lime , and . 'work to try and .orgauf/.c 
activities for Sidney’s teens,
'I'liere havelieenstweral meeting.s set 
U|i to try and get teens out to form a
Contimicd on P.iige $
The name Albert Canyon popped up 
in a newscast the other day and as 
quickly popped down, but not before it 
had brought back to me the memory of 
a happy week there 
I was either 13 or 14 when my father 
suggested that he and I go for a cam­
ping trip in the Rockies.
I was Years later, he confessed to me 
that the trip was really a device so that 
we might get to know each other better.
It was at that age when sons tend to 
drift away from their families and, in 
fact, I had already run away from home 
for an entire day.
The trip accomplished what he had in 
mind.
I remember particularly the train 
journey.
To save money, we shared an upper 
berth.
I was a very restless sleeper and 
whenever I’d turn over, I’d be in danger 
of falling out of the berth.
Finally, my father sat up and swit­
ched on the overhead light.
“This will never do,” he said gravely. 
“We’ve got to sleep spoon-fashion.”
I had never heard this expression 
before, and for some obscure reason it 
seemed to me enormously funny and I 
began to laugh and couldn’t stop 
laughing.
This got my father laughing, and in 
no time we were roaring.
For years after that I had merely to 
say “spoon-fashion” to get a laugh out 
of my father.
Albert Canyon was, at first, a 
disappointment.
There was no sign of a canyon. 
Indeed, the place was~and probably 
still is-a mere section point with a half- 
dozen neat, red-painted bungalows and 
a water tower.
We arrived just before sundown, with 
no time to look for a picturesque 
campsite, and-when my father fell into 
conversation with a section-hand-the 
man invited us to camp in his yard.
We had set up the small tent on ah 
aromatic square of pine needles and 
were just about to open a can of beans 
when the section-hand’s wife opened 
''the'flap.'
She was carrying a pot of steaming 
Irish Stew, a loaf of bread that had been 
made that day, and a tin of tlie fattest, 
reddest strawberries I ever saw.
Her name, as I still remember, was 
Mrs. Murphy.
In the morning, I went with her to a 
field behind the small bungalow and she 
showed me the berries, strawberries by 
the tens of thousands, and begged me to 
eat as many as I could.
I remember sitting in the field with 
my abdomen stretched taut with 
strawberries and waving to the tran­
scontinental train when it went by.
I had been pretty happy all my life, 
but I’d never consciously thought, “I 
am happy,” until that moment.
Mr.s. Murphy, who seemed to be the 
mayor of Albert canyon, told u.*; how to 
get to a pool a couple of miles north of 
the track and we set off through the 
bush.
The trail was "blazed” by bits of red' 
cotton tied to the boughs of trees.
We had heard many tales from Mrs. 
Murphy's husband of grizzlies, so my 
father carried a large soup spixm and a 
frying-pan, the theory being that the 
fiercest grizzly would take to his heels if 
you bent the sjxion upon the |inn.
When we came upon a small brown 
bear eating blueberries in a clearing, 
rny father banged on the |ian.
The iHinr looked at us disdainfully 
and went back to his berries.
VVe did not meet any grizzlies,
The pool was foijnod by warm 
siirlngs, a small, circular body of 
crystal clear water, just pleasantly 
warm in the dark shade of the 
evergreens, ?
The section-hands used it oc­
casionally, but in the week we were 
there, we had it to ourselves.
Tlierct was not a sound but the birds in 
the trees and the {ilangont grunt of blue 
grouse in the hills beyond.
I remember my father sIKlng in Ih'?’ 
shallow ond with just hla bald head 
aliove water and how I swam in a 
comical way, shouting, "Look! I’m
i'vUiitmiiig b{Kioii-lttslHonl ’
I never figured it out or iKilhered to, 
but either my father grew younger or I 
grew older, or {lerliaps we just grow 
cUvivr togeUier, and that rs what Altjert 
Canyon means to me.
group arid organize whatever it is you 
want to do — the turn-out to these 
sessions, out of all the teens who have 
been crying “we are bored”; “there is 
nothing for us to do in Sidney” (which I 
unquestionably agree) was “NIL”.
S.T.A.G. finally did organize a 
“coffee house night” (April 26) - at 
which pizza, live entertainment and 
music to dance to was supplied - and 
this night, although successful for a 
“first-time” activity, was a far cry 
from being a “smashing hit”!
S.T.A.G. is still trying and is far from 
being “dead” - if you are interested in 
doing something, then read your local 
newspaper, watch for posters in your 
school, get in touch with S.T.A.G. 
members - get INVOLVED - don’t curl 
up and “die” - there is still hope for 
Sidney teens!
As to your other statement, 
that are willing to come out and involve 
themselves,...”, well, there are a lot of 
“unsung heroes” behind “the scenes”, 
per pie that ARP) willing, Laura and 
Jane, and ARE involved in organizing 
activities for the kids.
And, although it is true that they can’t 
always please all teens in establishing 
the “ideal” activity or the “ideal” 
event - S.T.A.G. and people involved in 
community recreation programs are 
trying.
Who knows? If we all cry loud 
enough, and try hard enough, we may 
even get that recreation complex built - 
in spite of some apathetic citizens,
Mrs. C. Martin 
2010 Courser Drive 
Sidney
No good kids ?
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Lately we have read a lot about 
juvenile delinquents, drugs, alcohol, 
stealing, etc.
One would be led to believe that there 
are no good kids.
On Thursday morning last, I ac­
companied Scott Taylor, home room 
teacher, grade eight. North Saanich 
Middle School, and his 25 students to 
Galiano Island on a biking campout.
With some doubts and fears, I 
climbed onto a bike and off we rode to 
catch the 9:30 ferry.
Our arrival at Montogue Harbour had 
the appearance of a disaster.
Kids were dashing about eating, 
unpacking, and putting up tents.
Then a miracle, our camps were up, 
and we were biking to see Sherry 
Street, renown photographer.
Biking on Galiano consists of pushing 
your bike up a hill or going down a hill 
with all brakes on at 50 miles an hour.
As one student said, “We are doing 
more hiking than biking.”
I couldn’t believe it, but these young 
people were interested in art, crafts 
and culture.
Back at camp, everyone was sharing 
chores.
There was lots of kidding and teasing, 
but they worked very well together.
I noticed that if any student got out of 
line, the rest soon put he or she back in 
place.
After a pine cone fight, interspersed 
with a few balloons of water, we finally 
started to settle into sleep, only to be 
woken up by raccoons.
The raccoons stole food, messed up 
packs and dumped garbage cans.
The next morning, the mess was 
cleaned up voluntarily by the kids.
At 5:30 a.m., the first young man 
crawled out, looking for something to 
eat.
I have never seen 
devoured.
so much food
There was the expected chips and 
candy, but the majority was fruit and 
good, wholesome food.
I think they did a fine job of cooking, 
followed by washing up.
The kids have a fantastic amount of 
energy, which I am pleased to say is 
channeled in the right direction.
There is no doubt in my mind that 
their teacher, Mr. Taylor, has a lot to do 
with this.
I was very impressed with Mr. Taylor 
and,his students and I wish to thank 




Editor, The Review, Sir:
I feel sorry for Mr. Stephen Brewer.
In his attempt to justify his smoking 
habits and to solve his conscience 
about annoying others, he picks on a 
host of things which these people do 
which I find offensive;” the gum- 
chewers and knuckle - crackers “who 
send me screaming from the room.”
1 wonder what he, with his tender 
senses, would be impelled to do if the 
gum-chewers and knuckle-crackers, in 
their chewing and cracking, did indeed 
emit into the room, foul and offensive 
odors and gasses which he found ob­
noxious.
It is that not the physical act of your 
smoking that bothers us, Mr. Brewer, 
however ridiculous the act looks or 
sounds to us.
There are many of us who prefer to 
breath air that is free from the smell 
and affect of tobacco smoke; but, 
because there are those who feel that 
“this is a free country and one should 
be able to smoke when and where one 
w'ishes,” we, ironically, are often not 
permitted the freedom to breath un­
polluted air.
Please put yourself in our place for 
awhile, Mr. Brewer.
moman "adopts^ ehlld
Eileen Barrett, of Sidney, 
has “adopted” a seven-year- 
old Ecuadorian youth through 
the Foster Parents Plan, a 
news release this week from 
that organization said.
A monthly contribution of 
$17 wiU bring material and 
financial assistance to both 
the child arid his family.;
The release explained the
family will receive a monthly 
cash grant, distribution of 
goods (such as vitamins, 
blankets, towels, soap and 
other useful items), medical 
and dental care, the sustained 
guidance and counselling of 
social workers and the benefit 
of special programs.
The child assigned to Miss 
Barrett under the plan is 
Gabriel Medina of Guayaquil, - 
Ecuador.'^y-
He is one of (eight childreri 
living with his father and 
mother in ,a two-room house.
His father sells newspapers 
for a living, earning $34 a 
month for his labor.
Gabriel’s mother also 
works, selling candy; her 
monthly income is $6.
The family’s $40 a month 
was spent on: $24 for nutrition
a diet of rice, bananas, 
noodles, sea food and, only 
occasionally, some meat and 
milk), $12 for rent, $2 on 
education, $1.60 on clothes and 
40 cents on transportation.
The release said the parents 
are responsible people, very 
concerned for their childreri’s 
future.
However, their income on 
their own is only enough to 
cover their main needs.
With help from the Foster 
Parents Plan, they will be able 
to provide a little more for 
their family.
Foster Parents Plan is 
currently working in 10 
countries in South America 
and Asia.
Over 50,000 children are 
being aided by individuals, 
groups and families in 





hires r©c ; 
head
A program director for tho 
Sidnoy's recreation prograin 
has liecn npiwinted for tho 
summcir montlw,
Dave Scarier, chairman nf 
the Sidney iHecrealiOii 
Commission, announctMl 
Monday Trudy Clark has lieiiii 
hired under llu; Innovatioiii; 
‘74 communily reereatiim 
branch student experitmci! 
program to work with tlie 
3idii(!> ri'Cre.itiori i>n.gri\ro.
1,2, years.
Inteicsi paiil hiiir-H'*'>iy hy ehcqiic, Minimum amount $5(1(1. 
. i Rales sui'\iccl to change,
1125 Douglas Street, Victoria
• Can;tvlu PcrinaiiVnt 'rrtist,
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EDITOR’S NOTE: You forgot the 
cheap perfume-wearers, who DO “emit 
into the room foul and offensive odors 
and gasses," which I DO find "ob­
noxious”__ a little more tolerance,
please.
About people
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Mr. Thornley is talking P'abian stuff,
I was talking about people.
He .starts at the top.
I start at the bottom.
Socialistic theory is a wonderful thing 
to dream and argue about.
Self-styled socialists have, them­
selves, not yet managed to define it.
There is no quarrel with this, even 
socialists are people.
Unlike Mr. Thornley, I cannot see 
that, even if “pure” socialism were 
instituted, our troubles would be over.
State control is not socialism and it’s 
doubtful we'll ever manage to get rid of 
state control.
If we can’t, then we can't have pure 
socialism.
States just don’t like withering away. 
Personally, I don’t fancy state con­
trol.
But, Mr. Thornley, I was talking 
about people, not about any “ism”.
I said nothing at all about people’s 
“goodness.”
And if socialism is only, as you claim, 
an “economic matter”, then I retire 
gracefully from the field and leave'you 
in full charge, balance securely on your 
Fabian heights.
Meantime, d’you mind if I go on 
talking about people?
A.W. Smith 
9780 WestSaanich Road 
North Saanich
More from Paffy
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Once upon a time, in the Peoples’ 
Republic of British Columbia, an 
ambitious young man came upon the 
scene and convinced the peasants that 
he would make them all millionaires 
overnight — if they would only give him 
a mandate to do their thinking for them.
And they did — only to discover that 
they had to work harder in order to help 
Wee Robbie and his Merry Men carry 
out their highway robt^ry that would 
share the wealth and equalize the 
poverty.
Befpre 'lbng;vthe peasants began to; 
murmur that their “peoples’ paradise’’ 
was a; luxury -they couldn’t afford.
especially when all the dividends from 
their new-found wealth had to be 
ploughed back into supporting a 
growing army of high-priced Merry 
Men, consullanLs, assistants, com-, 
missions, boards, bureaus and bailiffs.
But when tliey protested, Wee Robbie 
called them ungrateful Facist reac­
tionaries and threatened them with 
higher taxes.
Whereupon the peasants quietly 
downed tools and joined the welfare 
rolls, because Wee Robbie always took 
care of the “little” people who didn't 
dare answer back.
But, although you can fool some of the
peasants some of the time, you can’t 
fool all of the peasants all of the time.
Thus, those with enough energy left 
organized to chase Wee Robbie and his 
Merry Men out of the forest.
And while history is vague as to 
whether they took a slow boat to China 
or joined a safari to Chili, when you ask 
the peasants what happened to their 
people’s paradise, they will only smile 
and point out that while it had a 
“classic Marxist ring”, it sank beneath 
the weight of its own greed.
Patricia Young 






Credit unions offer a wide range of savings plans 
paying most attractive rates of interest. For example, 
Term Deposits now pay the highest rates ever 
recorded in the history of British Columbia credit 
unions.
Take advantage of the high return Mvings plans at 
a credit union where you live or work. See the yellow 
pages of your phone book under "credit unions" for 
the office nearest you.
And remember too, all your savings and interest 
are totally protected by the Provincial Credit Union 





Sunday, May 12,1974 
EASTER IV 
MOTHER’S DAY 
11:00 a. m. Holy Communion 
In attendance will be the 50 
voice mixed choir of Brent­
wood College, Mill Bay, under 
their choirmaster and 
organist.
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860
FOURSQUARE 
GOSPEL GHURCR
9925 - 5th St. 656-3544 
Rev, K.W. Ridgway, Pastor 
We invilc you lo abend and 
enjoy the teacliing from God’s 
word and Ihe ministry of the 
Holy Spiril.
SUNDAY
Sunday Sohonl KPOOa .m, 
Morning Worship 11:0na,m. 





AKSEMIU-Y OF GOD 
9182 E, Snnnioh ltd,
Rev, E,C,Harper 
Special Mother's Day Service 
10:300,m.




Crusader Girls 0:30 p,m.
A warm welcome awaits you
I Anglican Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH




11:00 a.m. Memorial Service 
with Hol.V Communion for 
Mrs, Lucy Davies
Sunday, May 12,15)74 
9:45 a.m. Holy Communion
ST, STEPHENS 
9:00 a.in, Holy Communion 
9:45a.m, Family “45” Sunday 
School in ibeHall 
n;l5n,m. Matins





LX.yOiO, Pastor • Ph. A-M UBT
Sunrtny .School 10:00 a.m.
Mornlns Worship 11:00a,m, 
Kvenino Worship 7:00p.m.
Prayer A. Pralso Wocinosclay B:00p,m 





9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible School
ll'.OOa.m. “WhalaGood 
Mother Should Have”
7:00 p.m. Special Modicr’s
Day Service




0:30 a.m, The Lord's Supper 
11:00 a.m. Family Bible 
Hour and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service
Wednesday




In Mtpmt)fi»m nnnmion# to ir.ti
CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY
art! #n »(tt)r*t:l»i«t) m*i>i ol insputt 
ii»«cl B:<Klg»ively itit and
vlt.vuiu Mi. iilP.M.), ... )(. ijUi
C*l»<lani« Avanirn, Virlona. Gaidn ara ' 
a#nl lo th* hBri»a««rt and an olliciai 







ST ANDREW’S CHURCH: 
:irti St. Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon,
(ROOa.m, Holy Communion 
lEliia.m, Choral Communion 
& Holy Baptism
TniJUSDAY






Rest Haven Drive, Sidney (
L;;y' ^'^'SERVICES;-:-;'■■■';
9:30 a.m. Saturday i Study 
11:00 aim. Worship
7:30 p.m, Wednesday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor A. Ramsay 
Phone 656-2756 , 
656-1121
:
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
Sunday School lO.OOa.m
Morning Service 11.00 a.m.




Royal Oak Women’s Tnatitute 
Hall. 4516 West Saanich Rd.
PASTOR RONlKOCH 383-7077 
Church office 658-2721
0.56 ■4(170 656-5322
Home Hev, II, Sanvom Office
United Church 
of Canada
SIDNEY and NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev, R, Hori Pratt 
Church Office ■ 6.56-3213 
Mtui.sts - 6,56-1930 
.ST, .101 IN'S DEEP COVE 
Service of Wi)rhhip9.30a.m.
ST, PAUI/S SIDNEY 
Service nf Worship 11,00a.m. 
Sunday Schtml 11,00 a.m, 
CIONTRAL .SAANICH 
UNITED CHUHCHKS 
Rev, Jttim M. Wend, B.A. 
Church OHice8r.2-'2713 
MatlhC 6.52-2748
shady creek, 71(9) EmJ, 
Sitanich Hoad
Family Service ami 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
CARE;:
DedlonttMl to StirviptF 
-'wimilbl® priotM)
Your 8lx commuhdty jshniKklH














the Inrgefiit, Independent 
family owned and controlled, 
chain in Canada. Sands since, 
1012. You are welcome to
come in'.lo' ariy:of;om'
and sec Uio reverent: 
surroundlnga,
i———                 xmu itniviUiW
No holidays for CEPEX
Wednesday, May h, 1974
Groceries — Fruil — Vegetables
when research underway
OPEM FRJOAY NIGHTS TILL MIME
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY \
Beacon Avenue Phone 656-1171
Summer means holidays to 
most people.
But to the people working on 
the Controlled Ecosystem 
Polluton Experiment 
(CEPEX) in Saanich Inlet, 
summer this year is going to 
mean anything but holidays.
The CEPEX people are 
going to be much too busy.
CEPEX is a 10-year, $10 
million project, started last 
August by the International 
Decade of Ocean Exploration.
After making preparations 
for nearly a year; the CEPEX 
laboratory - a house trailer in 
the parking lot at-Patricia 
Bay’s Canadian Forces Base- 
is ready.
So is the staff... and the first 
experiment began this week.
A team of Seattle-based 
divers launched four plastic 
bags, 52 feet deep and eight 
feet in diameter, in the inlet 
this week, CEPEX resident 
manager Frank Whitney said.
Each bag, valued at about 
$2,000, is attached to an $8,000 
acrylic ring at the surface, he 
added.
For the first two weeks of 
the current experiment, all 
four bags will be filled with
water from the inlet and 
tested each day to determine 
if the water in each bag is the 
same, Whitney said.
The next experiment, ex­
pected to last a month, will 
call for the addition of copper 
pollutants to two of the bags, 
with the other bags left 
“pure” as controls.
The CEPEX scientists hope
to conduct at least three ex­
periments- similar to the one 
being conducted with the 
co{)per- this summer.
But that may not happen, 
Whitney said, because of the 
difficulty of sticking to a 
regular schedule.
The idea behind the ex­
periments is to measure the 
long-term effects of heavy 
metals and hydro-carbons 
(petroleum derivatives) on 
marine food chains.
The concentration of heavy 
metals which CEPEX intends 
to add to the water is well 
within the range now ap­
proved for discharge by in­
dustries into British Colum­
bia’s waterways.
“If we come up with good 
data, people should consider it 
seriously,” Whitney said.
If one link in a food chain is 
broken by pollutants, he said, 
“then the chain is useless”.
The CEPEX experiments 
“might not be extensive 
enough” to form the basis for 
future legislation, he said, but 
the researchers hope to be 
able to come up with some 
solid predictions on the future 
of the province’s coastal 
waters.










: Central Saanich is going to 
spend ; more money oh 
protective services- fire and 
police expenses- than on any 
other municipal expense in
That news became apparent 
, last; week,^^ ; w the 
municipality’s council struck 
a budget with a 8i:(^ g 
mill rate, tup 3.44 mills from 
1973, to cover a total levy of 
more than $1.29 millon.
The, biggest share of the 
budget - more than $242,000 - 
v/ill go towards paying the 
costs of the protective ser-
vices provided the 
municipality;
Public works will also cost 
the municipality more than 
$242,000, with most of that 
money allocated for road 
construction.
Another big expenditure 
listed in the budget was the 
cost running the
municipality ; council allowed 
$149,330 for that purpose.
'The municipality’s more 
than 2,500 taxpayers will 
receive their tax notices in tho 
mail sometime next month.
Deadline for payment for 
the taxes is Aug. l.
383-1121
WITH A FLEET OF 40 CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BEHER
TUNi IN TO CKDA 
11 ;53 A.M, DAILY 
YOU COULD WIN 
THE; ROSE ©f the: DAY





SyORYNA MAY, at Saanich 
Peninsula hospital'on April 28, 
1974 in her ninety second year.
Survived by her daughter, 
Mrs. George Kirkpatrick and 
two grandchildren.
The Yukon is located in the 
northwestern .section of North 
America. It is bordered pin the 
north by the Arctic Ocean, on 
the south by the province of 
British Columbia, onfthe east 
by the Northwest Territories 




THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
HI.
Sidney b.c.





PILTERED SOFT WATER 
HELP you FIGHT THE 
HIGH COST OF
i;UVINGr"':V,;\.'‘'";
You'll tovo oh soups, 
dsiterininls, shampooi, 
clothei, wMur hoating 











unilyi* v<)«r wntur tupply 
*t iw COM or
Him\ linw (In Ihophinii ijunl nmt "TIiiW limk iirvat. Jiiot gmtl,'
CALL CS2-96aS
lt!> more cfficictil. And economical. Long 
Distance. Conference Cails.Widc Area 
'kleidioiie Service (WATS). Or Faxcom, 
to tran.sniit doenment.s and drawings. 
Goby plioHc, It won’t Siany you ii|).
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
lYLAW
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEADING
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem themselves to be affected by the proposed amend­
ment to the Zoning Bylaw No. 345,1969 will be al^ded an opportunity to be heard on the matters 
contained therp^: before the Council of the ToWi'ef Sidney at a Public Hearing to be held in the 
Council Chambera 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney„@.C. on Monday, May 13th, 1974, at 8:00 p.m.
A copy of the projwsed bylaw may be inspected aL^^Town HaU, Sidney B.C. from Monday to Friday 
between the hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. .vj,, :
The effect of this bylaw will be to amend the Bylaw to provide for a new “A.l Residential”
zone; to set out regulations for such zone and respne the following properties to said “A.l Residen­
tial” zone:
-Lot 1, Section 71 Range 2 East, Plan 25268
-Parcel A, Section 7, Range 3 East
-Parcel E exc. Pins. 9035, 16640, 13891 & 16687, Section 8,
Range 2 —& 3 East
-Part B, Section 7, Range 3 East
-Lot 1, Section 8, Range2 & 3 East, Plan 19491
-Lot2, Sections, Range2 East, Plan 19491
-Westerly 150’ of lot B, Section 9, Range 2 East, Plan9747
-Lot2, Sections, Range2 &3East, Plan25608 
-Lot2,Sections, Range2 &3East. Plan4179
-Lot9, Section 9, Range 3 East, Plan 23156
-Lot A, Sections 8 & 9, Range 3 East, Plan 12376
-Lot4, exc. Pin 17568, Sections8&9, Ranges East, Plan l&WO
-Lot 1, Sections 8 & 9, Range 3 East, Plan 25608
-Lot 7 exc. Pin 20853, Section 16, Range 2 & 3, Plan 7072
-Part A lying West of Pleasant, Section 14, Range 3 East,
Plan 1359
-Lots D &E, Section 14, Range 3 East, Plan 1359
-West Part bounded N / E by lot A & S. by Lot C, Section 14, 
Range 3 East
-Lot 1, Section 13, Range4 East, Plan 22283
-Lots 1 & 2, Section 12, Range 3 East, Plan 23260
-Lot 18, Section 11 & 12, Range 3 East, Plan 11746
-Amended Lot 19, Sections 11 & 12, Range 3 East, Plan 11746
-Lot 1, Section 11, Ranges East, Plan 11746
-Lot 2, Section 11, Ranges East, Plan 11746
-Lots, Sectio’n 11, Ranges East, Plan 11746
-Lot 4 exc. Parcel “A”, Section 11, Range s East, Plan 11746
-Lot5, Section 11, Range3 East, Plan 11746
-Lots, (Remainder), Section9, Range4 East, Plan4179
-Lot5, (Part), Section9, Ranges East, Plan4179
-Lot 1, Secti<m9, Ranges East, Plan22624
-PtLot A, Section9, Ranges East, Plan21241
-Pt Lot B, Section9, Range 3 East, Plan 21241
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There are now two 
congregations of Jehovah’s 
Witnesses meeting at the 
Kingdom Hall on East Saanich 
Road.
The change comes as a 
result of an announcement 
from the Canadian branch 
office of the Watchtower Bible 
and Tract Society in Toronto.
An adjustment of boun­
daries for the two 
congregations, named and 
Sidney and Saanich 
congregations, accompanied 
the announcement.
Presiding minister for the 
Sidney congregation, George 
DeWandel, welcomed the 
change as a necessary move. 
“Rapid expansion in the 
; Sidney and Victoria area' 
I precipitated the change”, 
DeWandel said.
“In Sidney, we have been 
^ packed to capacity for some 
time now; even having to seat 
the overflow in the library and 
hallway.
“We contemplated ex­
panding the present building, 
but the announcement from 
Toronto will relieve the 
situation for a while.”
All the Kingdom Halls in 
Victoria and Sidney now have 
two congregations meeting in 
each at alternate times.
The'increase of Jehovah’s 
Witnesses in the Victoria area,' 
however, is by no means 
unusual or an isolated oc­
currence, DeWandel said.
Circuit supervisor for the 
Witnesses, Clare Station, 
pointed out recently that last 
year across Canada a new 
congregation was formed 
every five days.
“Last year also saw an 
increase of 3,443 new 
congregations world-wide, to 
accommodate a record- 
breaking 193,990 new 
adherents during the year, ” 
he said.
The organization now 
operates in 208 lands, under 
the direction of 95 branch 
office. ^
Art work sought 
for ¥lc gallery
Vic Dawson- chairman of the Brentwood Water District Board of 
Trustees for 25 years - was presented with a plaque in a ceremony 
at a recent board meeting by Gen G.R. Pearkcs (left). The plaque 
will be mounted at the new Brentwood reservoir, to be named in 
Dawson’s honor.
Celebrating their Golden Anniversary on April 23 were Mr. and 
Mrs. Hans Grott, of 2419 Barbara Place. A reception for the couple 
was held, with relatives and friends attending. Mr. and Mrs. Grott 
were married in Drumheller, Alberta, on April 23, 1924, and far­
med at Craigmyle, Alberta, until 1963, when they retired to 
Calgary. They moved to Victoria in 1967. They have one daughter, 
Mrs. Venita Ross, of Saanichton. Relatives attended from Finley, 
North Dakota; from Hanna, Calgary and Edmonton, Alberta, and 
from Kelowna. The couple received letters and telephone calls of 
congratulations from serveral relatives and friends, as well as 
from his Honor, Lt. Gov. Walter Owen; Prime Minister Pierre 
Trudeau; Premier David Barrett; acting Mayor Jean Butler and 
M.L.A. Hugh Curtis.
Two veteran journalists - George Manning, former Review 
editor, and his roommate, Bruce Obee, former peninsula bureau 
chief for first the Victoria Times and later the Victoria Express - 
have left the peninsula for the more hectic pace of the big city. The 
two have moved to a duplex near Beacon Hill Park in Victoria.
Mr. and MRS. .1.11. McLeod and daughter, Jill, of AllBay road, 
attended the graduation exercises of the Vancouver General 
Hospital School of Nursing, held Friday, May 3 at the Queen 
Elizabeth Theatre, where their daughter. Patricia Anne, was one of 
the graduates in a class of 140. She won the award for highest 
standing in theory throughout the three-year course in her class.
Recent guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. Farrell. Simpson 
Road, were Mr. and Mrs. J.M. Culp who were enroutc home to 
Edmonton after spending the winter in Hawaii.
Mrs. W. Sifton arrived from Broadview. Saskatchwan, last week 
and joined her husband and son here; they will be moving into their 
new home on the East Saanich Road shortly. Their daughter, 
Leway ne, 16, will join them here upon completion of her school year 
in Broadview.
Mrs. Rose Kaltcnbach, of Brentwood Drive, enjoyed a holiday 
touring in California and Mexico.
When is British Columbia not a part of Canada? When the 
province is being dealt with by the department of national revenue. 
Taxation branch, aparently. Frank Mortimer, of 10446 Alibay Road, 
received a noice of assessment from the branch in his mail this 
week, informing him he didn’t owe the government anything and it 
didn’t owe him anything. What Frank found confusing - and a bit 
alarming - was the computer print-out notation at the top of the 
form, which informed him the notice related to “Canada and 
British Columbia”.
ATTENTION
The New Horizons Bus for Senior Citizens operates every 
Thursday, leaving the Sidney Bus Depot at 12; 15, and going 
to Deep Cove, Brentwood, down Mount Newton Cross Road, 
picking up anyone wishing to come into Sidney. The return 
trip leaves from the Senior Citizens’ Centre and the Bug. 
Depot at 3:45 o’clock. This is a very pleasant trip for anyone 
wishing just to go for a ride on a pleasant morning or af­
ternoon. You are all welcome to take this trip. Enquiries to: 
656-2143; 656-3826: 656-3412 •
ANNUITIES
Guarantee a prime investment return and tax advantages 
for immediate retirement income.
Call Vernon L. Hembling, C.L.U.
HARBORD IMSURANCE
liisuruncc Is Our Business N<i4 a Sideline
Broad Street 386-8441
Young artists on the Saanich 
Peninsula have been asked to 
submit their work to the 
Young Victoria Art Fair.
Th fair, first of its kind in 
Victoria, is being sponsored 
by the Women’s Committee of 
the Victoria Art Gallery and is 
to be held, at the gallery, June 
■1-
“Each interested child or 
serious art student in the 
greater Victoria area is invited 
to submit a work in any media 
other than pastels,” said art 
gallery spokesman Marilyn
; .'Gouriey.
She saidj senior secondary 
students should pick up entry 
forms from art teachers right ; 
away’’ ; the deadline; is this
?';• weekend.:;-';';
Senior secondary student’s 
works will be displayed at the 
Art Fair at the University of 
Victoria from May 13-17 then 
moved bn to the art gallery.
Prizes include: for senior 
secondary students - a $500 
scholarship to a grade 12 
student and $100 worth of art 
supplies for a senior secon­
dary student; for junior 
secondary students - four art 
books, worth $25, to go to four 
students; for elementary 
students- three art book 
certificates, worth $10 each, 
and art supplies for 15 
students worth $2,
HILLTOP GROCERY
Geoff. & Eveip Hemming 
wish to thank
Mrs. Dorothy AnfieSd, for her heip in 
introducing us to her customers, and we 
hope to carry on the stcM'i in the manner 
she: haS/ done in the past.;:;^
m: THE.:\HEART :OF;; DOWIITOW^^ ;VAHa3U¥ER
THE
During the gold rush, 
Dawson City in the Yukon had 
motion picture theatres 
operating at a time when the 
projected motion picture was 
just three years old. In 1899, 
Dawson City had a telephone 
service, running water, steam 
heat and electricity.
provides spacious new 
accommodation with fully 
equipped kitchens, cable 
TV, phone, free parking 
and view balconies. All this 
for $16.00 single and $4.00 
per additional guest with 
complimentary coffee and 
tea service for your added 
enjoyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 
Hold located at Hornby 
and Robson Streets,
For reservations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
•4S Hornby #♦.» Vancoovor 1. tt.C. or Phono oroa »04.*8r-4r$L
....... Iiniininniiiiiriat.......
THE ALWAYS WELCOME GIFT
MftHV OTHER Gin IBERS 
COME IN WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE
CORNISH BOOK
2410 BEACON 086-2931
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Greed must go. Mallard says
The provincial government 
should “move to establish 
public ownership of all
property through an agency 
which is protected from 
political interference,” the
11^ PmyAlE BRIEF
Money From, Paqe 1
and to insist that community 
plans be adopted in ac­
cordance with the regional 
plan.
Two concepts for population 
distribution in metropolitan 
Victoria to the end of this 
century are outlined in the 
report
They are designed to ac- 
commodate a projected 
population of 367,000 (com­
pared with the present 
222,300) for the region by the 
year 2001.
its needs without seeking an 
extension from the Sooke Lake 
system.
If a, groundwater survey 
proves this is not the case, a 
decision on v water 
requirements can be made 
after the board has decided or. 
optimum population figures, 
Campbell said.
The growth limitation on the 
peninsula is the basic dif­











Concept A, approved in 
principle by the regional 
board a year ago, calls for a 
population of 35,000 in North 
and Central Saanich and 
Sidney —
Concept A, approved in 
principle by the regional 
board a year ago, calls for a 
population of 35,000 in North 
and Central Saanich and 
Sidney — a little more than 
double the present figure of , 
16,200. ■
However, the second option 
— and one which Campbell 
said the planning committee is 
strongly urging the board to 
adopt — envisages a 
maximum population on the 
peninsula of 21,000 arid shifts 
the emphasis on satellite 
growth to the Highlands area.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
The Highlands ^pulation 
projection would be revised, 
from an earlier figure of 11,000 
j to 25,()00, to accomodate the 
14,000 previously destined for ' 
the A jpeninsula; conimunitii^j ;
Specifically, the principle of 
peninsula preservation would 
bring about the following 
reductions in population 
allocations, up to the year 
2001:
—Central Saanich - from 
14,700 to 8,300;
—Sidney - from 11,000 to 
3,000;
—North Saanich - from 9,200 
to 4,300.
?". ^The reason for updating-the ; 
draft plan, Campbell told ; 
reporters,V was the obvious 
need to, embody; in it the 
principles of tlie agricultural 
; reserve plan and a recognition 
; of the water problem facing 
the Saanich Peninsula.
He said once a costly ex­
tension of the Greater Victoria 
water supply- Jiad been in­
stalled to the peninsula 
communities, there would be a 
“temptation" (or future ad- 
ministrations to use that to 
justify extensive develop- 
'ment.'''
Such a process would soon 
lead to the dostruction of tho 
peninsula's agricultural 
resource.
By limiting the area’s 
growth to a population of 
21,000, the planning com­
mittee believes the peninsula 
can find sufficient water for
“In the past, we have tended 
to say the water is coming 
some, day, so let’s put the 
people there now,” he said.
Municipalities are now 
being asked to report their 
views on the draft plan before 
the end of the month.
The necessary bylaw would 
then be given first reading and 
referred back to 
municipalities for further 
consideration before the plan 
is adopted, possibly this, fall.
chairman of School District 
^63’s court of revision has said., 
' Derrick Mallard, of 6002 
West Saanich Road in Central 
Saanich made the recom­
mendation in a private brief to 
the provincial government 
and the councils of “Saanich, 
Sidney, North Saanich and 
others concerned”.
The recommendation was 
one of many contained in the 
17-page brief, prepared by 
Mallard in March.
In an introduction, Mallard 
said the brief had “evolved 
from (his) continuing and 
deep concern over land use... ”
“The availability of 
adequate housing and related 
land with a stable economic 
base is a fundamental and 
necessary requirement for 
people,” Mallard - who also 
serves as president of the 
Citizen’s Association to save 
the environment ecology 
group - said in the brief.
These requirements, he 
hinted, were not being met
r; flationary property values are 
inevitable under the present 
system of profit and greed”.
He called on the provincial 
government to provide “bold, 
imaginative leadership” to 
stop property inflation and 
“stop the activities of those 
parasites who derive wealth 
from property 
manipulations”,
Among the things the 
government could do to 
demonstrate that leadership, 
Mallard said, was the take­
over of all property in the 
province.
He also called on the 
government to prohibit 
foreign ownership or leasing 
of land within the province 
and to begin adopting 
procedures to provide for the 
return of foreign-owned land 
to the government.
He proposed land within 
British Columbia be leased 
back to private individuals by 
establishing a three-point 
priority system, which would 
give first call on land to 
Canadian citizens resident in 
the province.
Second priority would go to 
Canadian residents “in­
tending to reside in British 
Columbia,” while landed 
immigrants living in the 
province would be allowed to 
apply for what land was left.
Mallard said he also wanted 
the government to freeze all 
property values in the 
province “at an average of 
1972 values” according to type 
and kind.
He suggested . the govern­
ment fund agencies to handle 
property transfers and called 
on the government to make 
presently undeveloped estates 
into what he called 
“ecological preserves”.
In one of his more radical 
proposals, Mallard called for 
legislation . which would 
prohibit “all real estate 
agents and companies... from 
any kind of advertising 
(which) adocates land in­
vestment for profit or 
‘financial security’.”
The government, Mallard 
said, should provide some 
measure of tax relief to 
owners of small parcels of 
farmlands - of five acres and 
less - “based on the land’s 
productive capacity, 

















NOTICE OF PUiLIC HEARING
SAVES
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem themselves 
to be affected by the proposed amendment to the Zoning 
Bylaw No. 345, 1969 will be afforded an opportunity to be 
heard on the matters contained therein before the Council of 
the town of Sidney at a Public. Hearing to be held in the 
Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney 
B.C. on Tuesday,: May 21st, 1974.
A copy of the proposed bylaw may be inspected at the Town 
Hall, Sidney B.C. from Monday to Friday between the'hours 
of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m.
The effect of this bylaw will.be to amend the Zoning Bylaw as 
:follows:-"'r WHIIE LATEX
: 'To rezorie Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, Block 19, 
"Section 10, Range 4 East, Plan 381, as 
:"Shown below, from “B.3” multiple 
[residential to “A’’ Residential. :
iXUli
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LIGHT GREY AND BRICK 
PORCH AND FLOOR ENAAAEL
3^
Dated at Sidney this 7th day of May, 1974. G.S, Logan, 
Town Clerk,
- 'C- I




TOP GRADE MARINE ENAAAEL,.,
to join the Saanich Peninsula 
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AT A PUBLIC MEETING
3^
FENCE STAIN




TUESDAY. MAY 14, 8 P.M ¥
" '■ V
At thiR time all f|iie»ti«na will he answered re km i*dlnici; the avallnhillty of
Provincial Funds for'any woHhwhlle eommiinhy^ l»ro|eet,-





SPECIALS ALSO AVAILABLE AT 
NANAIIMIO' ■■ ' C0LW00D[PAINT POT ^ ^ MUm
427 N. Tormlnil Avo. 
7tM-5935
iMiswiiaaiM
’'In the Colwomi Pliua” 
470-5625^
200 Allonby Road 
740-1532 '
PiUHY HiTliSiS

















MRS. F. JAMES 
10237 West Saanich 
No, I don’t think 
population growth on 
the peninsula should be 
encouraged.
I like it the way it is. 
After all, we came out 
here because of the 
country atmosphere.
It’s obvious we don’t 





I’m just planning on 
moving out here myself.
I don’t know how 
densely-populated it is 
right now.
But there seems to be 
room for more people.





^ No. ■ :
The main thing, 1 
think, is a lot of the 
houses are destroying 
the view.
We were out looking 
at the farms and hills 
and they are being 
covered with tract 
houses spoiling the 
view.
Areas like Sidney 
should stay clean. There 
is enough crowding.
I , ' «
MARJORIE ALLEN 
9676 Seventh
No., I think there’s 
plenty of people here.
It’s more a farming 
population.
The farm lands 
shouldn’t be taken away 
and covered with 
houses.
or course, we could 
stand a few more of 





Yes, very much so.
I think' this is a 
wonderful place to live.
The climate is much 
better than any place 
else in Canada,
1 suppose I’d better 
say“yeH*‘ I think growth 
should he , tiiucoaragcd.
After all, everybody 
wants to live here.
KATHY SEYMOUR 
«r>l 5 Bexley 
No, 1 don’t.
1 feel there ai'c enough 
people on the peninsula. 
If tho population 
grows any more, there 
won’t he anytlung to 
offer them.
Sidney doesn’t have 
enough lo uffe» a latge 
population.
Ex-pilot grounded for good
Page 9
BY PAT MANNING 
Review Staff
Herb Perry won’t be seen 
in his familiar spot behind the 
wicket at the Sidney Post 
Office anymore.
Herb officially retired this 
week — last Wednesday, to be 
exact — after working for the 
post office since 1952.
He retired because he 
suffered a major heart attack 
in 1972, he told The Review 
this week.
“I’m lucky to be alive, ’’ he 
said.
“Half of my heart is dead.”
He speaks with the calm­
ness and quiet acceptance 
some people find when they 
face the inevitability of their 
own death.
“I may only live for one 
more day, or I may live for 
years,” he said. “But 1 
enjoy each day now.”
The possibility of open heart 
surgery for Herb has been 
ruled out, because of the 
seriousness of his condition.
As I sat and chatted with 
him and his wife Vera, in the 
living room of their home on 
Weiler Avenue, the sun 
filtered in through the window 
while I listened to 
reminiscences of the past and 
plans for the uncertain future.
Herb first came to the 
Saanich Peninsula in 1942, 
when he took his training with 
the RCAF. at Patricia Bay.
He was later attached to an 
RAF squadron, where he was 
a squadron commander in
training for far eastern duty.
In 1943, he went to London 
with the RAF Air Transport 
Command’s 62nd squadron.
From there, he went to India 
and Burma via Gibraltor, 
Tripoli, Cairo, Kumait, 
Calcutta and on to his 
destination, near Afghanistan;
While in India, he tran­
sferred to the RCAF’s 
Elephant Squadron, whose job 
was to train the Ghurkas in 
jungle warfare.
: “I know Burma and India |




The squadron’s job was also 
to fly troops, supplies and 
i amunition to the front lines.
The Elephant Squadron lost 
the least number of personnel- 
and carried in the greatest 
loads to the troops Herb said.
“We had to come down and 
up within shot range and then 
climb up over the Himalayas” 
to do that job, he added.
Herb said he had a grade A 
commercial first aid cer­
tificate, because the squadron 
was also involved in 
evacuating seriously-injured 
men, flying them lo hospitals 
tehind the lines.
In 1945, Herb and other men 
from the Elephant Squadron 
were temporarily attached to 
the American Army Air 
Force, to help train the 
AmericaiLs in jungle fighting 
and .survival.
In one particularly large 
raid, when the Japanese held 
Rangoon, they unloaded 
thousands of troops under the 
most difficult oondillonH.
Herb spoke of the violence of 
the moasoons and flooded 
runways; but, in spile of the 
trying conditions, the 
squadron held a jxTfcct safely 
record, flying D(>3's,
At the end of the war. the 
squadron look off from near 
Hiingoon lieading for Lundon.
They carried witli them silk 
scarves hearing the legend; 
“If the.se men go down in the 
desert and are captured, if 
they are delivered without 
harm to the British 
aulhorllieH, a rev/arrt will be 
given.”
The message was written in 
Arabic; fortunately, the 
scarves were never needed,
Herb said.
Stops were made at Aden, 
near the edge of the Sahara, 
where Herb saw the Nile 
“floating like a mirage in the 
air, 50 or 60 miles away; he 
experienced the intense heat 
in a place where an egg would 
fry instantly on the airport 
runway; he flew over the Red 
Sea; he spent a week in Tel 
Aviv; he visited Bethlehem 
and Jerusalem.
Upon returning to England, 
Herb wrote his commercial 
airline tests and became a 
captain, flying Canadian 
planes for the British while 
they built and established the 
commercial BOAC line.
One of his jobs was to By 
V witnesses and documents to 
Nuremberg for the war 
crimes trials,
“It’s a small world,” said
“The chief justice advocate 
at the trials was Lord Russell 
of Liverpool, 1 
“His daughter. Lady 
Warren, now lives here on 
McTavish Road and I’ve 
spoken to her many times.”
Herb also tells an amusing 
anecdote about Sir Winston 
Churchill, who was often a 
passenger.
It was the custom, among
those, making frequent trips to 
Germany, to take with them 
the maximum allowable 
British currency, to change 
into Marks and then convert 
hack to British currency, at 
five times the original value.
“Churchill and I were 
standing there in line ex­
changing our monoy,” Herb 
recalied,
“He called across to me and 
wanted to know what my l.'iko 
for the day \vas,”
Herb said he laughed and 
knew Churehill’a lake could be 
no larger than his was.
Herb also flew the first load
of passengers and mail from 
London to Dublin after the 
' ’ war.
“We were riiet by the mayor 
and all his dignitaries and 
w<\re toasted with a very 
potent trisli whiskey, ” he 
said,,f'■
For two years after the war,
Herb flow passengers and
mail all over Kurope,
"It wus.heauliful to see the 
different countries and cHlos, 
“Bull fell isolnlcd much of 
'\lhe' time.”',' ,
In each new city he visited.
HERB PERRY 
...grounded
he was confronted by different 
languages and customs; after 
a time. Herb found it more and 
more of a strain.
A serious accident, in which 
Herb was the passenger in a 
car which went out of control 
and crashed, brought an end
to his flying career.
In November, 1947, he was 
flown back to Canada, where 
he spent some time in 
Shaughnessy Hospital in 
Vancouver and later in the 
Veteran’s Hospital in Victoria, 
recovering from his injuries.
He was pensioned out of the 
service and, in 1949, started 
work as a marine engineer for 
Nanaimo Towing.
But he really wanted to stay 
permanently in Sidney, 
“which is almost as pic­
turesque as Kashmir in the 
Himalayas”.
So, in 1952, he joined the post 
office staff and, in 1954, was 
promoted to assistant post­
master.
He has been an active 
member of* the community up 
until his major heart attack, 
when on his doctor’s advice, 
he resigned in the middle of 
his second term as alderman.
Despite the seriousness of 
his condition, Herb’s plans for 
the future call for as normal a 
life as possible.
He and Vera are making 
changes to the home they had 
moved from James Island 10 
years ago... .and there is talk 
of a European cruise this 
summer.
As Herb said- “I may only 
have one day left to live, but I 
enjoy each day now.”
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“One thousanci persons flocked 
into Sidney’s Mernorinl Park on 
June 27th to help in birthday 
celebrations for a town 60 years
„oid„’’;^' ■■ „ii. '
That’s how the story in the July 
6,1951, issue of Itilaitd Events and 
(ieorglun Circuit Magazine began*
That was 23 years ago, in a time 
when • to judge from the 
photographs wliieh accompanied the 
story life was much simpler on the
IjoS.iiiitl’i Pi.;riii’i.Vi.5l;\
S<!ores of young women were 
pictured, all posed artfully for the
CUIi it-i'll JliiiU'idCUM, ,, ,,
Wliium have they gone?
What has bectome of tho “twelve 
lovely young Itidies” wiio “per­
formed on the evening previous to
'.Sidney, Day”? „ , „"
Sidney’s “charming Jubilee 
Queen, Linda Taylor” has moved to 
tlio interior of the province, leaving 
her, mother - Mrs. E. Taylor - at her 
home at 2307 Malaview.
Retirihg Queen Eleanor Coward 
now lives in Seattle,
Princess Donna Gilbert stayed on 
the peninsula - tragically, she died 
recently.
", ,Thc others? ■
Someone's Iround to know where 
ey went after that “gorgeous
Ul;
We're not sure • and we’re not sure 
we want to know.
The Indies smlllngiUp from the old 
.■magazine'arc a part'bf'the history-s 
however unexciting * of the town,,, in 
some,ways, ,11 seems .better,lo leave 
them that way.
tasMmaamai
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Track victory for Clorefnoffif
Claremont Senior Secon­
dary’s track and field team 
won an upset 141-111 decision 
over a Port Angeles, Wash., 
high school at the weekend.
The Claremont squad was 
paced to victory by solid 
performances handed in by 
the peninsula school’s girl’s 
field team, which turned in 
enough wins to put Claremont 
at the top of the scoring lists 
when the final score was 
tallied.
Cathy Wilkinson’s 92-foot 
throw in the javelin com­
petition was probably the
most impressive effort made 
by an individual in the girl’s 
field events.
About 65 students from 
Claremont took part in the 
track meet, held under the 
lights at Port Angeles’ civic 
stadium.
Despite chilly weather and a 
soft track, Claremont runners 
turned in some good times 
while competing against a 
school which is regarded as 
one of the best producers of 
runners in the state.
Laird Yearwood and Tom
Michell won the 220- and 100-
yard dashes with times of 24.4 
and 10.3, respectively, while 
Jean Palfrey and Lelsie Howe 
dominated the sprint and 
hurdle events.
The boy’s four-man 440- 
relay team handed in a solid
victory, with Michell’s 
unexpected acceleration on 
the last turn providing the 
boost needed to send him 
across the finish line ahead of 
a surprised American runner.
phll bsssse’s
CHRISTIE Malry’s Own Double-Entry
r
THE mmim service centre•K
OUTBOARD REPAIRS 






22^ HARBOUR, SIDNEY « 656-3167
A frequent topic of concern these days is the growing alienation 
of the individual from society.
The “Establishment” is so cruel and impersonal; how can a 
person hit back at it?
An utterly outrageous solution to the problem is detailed in B.S. 
Johnson's comic novel, Christie Malry’s Own Double Entry 
(Collins, 1973).
Christie Malry, the disgruntled protagonist of this tale, earns his 
dreary living as a junior bank clerk.
The principal complaint in his life is the endless series of 
harrassments inflicted upon him by authority.
His employers are rude to him, the taxation department robs him 
of half his income, his environment is spoiled by advertising and 
industrial pollution.
But, unlike most of us, the hero of this alarming story is not 
helpless; a peculiar adaptation of his bank training gives him a 
way to fight back.
To put it briefly, Christie Malry keeps a personal double-entry 
account book.
Each time society annoys him with traffic fines, or enforced 
membership in a union, Malry simply balances the account by 
defacing a public building, creating a bomb hoax in a crowded 
theatre, or making an anonymous phone call to a cabinet minister 
in the middle of the night.
A novel with such a plot could be merely flippant; this is not, 
however, true of Christie Malry’s Own Double Entry.
In a comic manner, but with surprising poignancy, the book very 
successfully argues the cause of the frustrated small individual 
pitted against what Malry refers to, in his accounts, siinplv as 
^■Them.C' ;
SPRIMG IS THE TiiE FOR
MOTOR TUNE UP




351 c-u.Ln. engine 
radio fifth wheel 
set up or, 
conventiorial ball
Sidney Business Renta! 
1260 sq.
Vz biMk from Post Office
656-2322 days
production of “Love at Second Sight”, 
to be staged at Sidney School this 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
and Julie Lawson provide. Both are Curtain is at 8:15 p.m.
A; V BIT OF I LAUGHTER ■: is,^'’what:;' the' 
script calls for, and a bit of laughter is
656-2358 evenings
18- tf.
members of the cast of the Players’ -Wayne Coulson Photo
M BARBARA POWELL AND DR. WILLIAM POWELL,
SprMgwooa bowlers win prize
The Springwood Training 
Centre bowling team went to 
Port Albcrni this weekend and 
walked away with first prize 
for the. “B” division.
The tournament was hold 
under the auspices of the 
Vancouver Island regional 
association bowling for the 
retarded. There were 21) teams 
competing from all over the 
island,
Members of the winning 
teanv were!. Marvin Fryer, 
Uuymond Hal!, Btsyerley 
Hayher, Arden Alcorn and 
Shannon Johnson. >
T‘jey were awarded in- 
divUiunl Irophies rind cer­
tificates and an annual trophy,
to be kept at the school until 
next year.
The Springwood team has 
only been oranized and 
bowling for the pa.‘jt 15 weeks.
SIDNEY ANIMAL HOSPITAL AND 
SAANICH VETERINARY CLINIC
DAVIES
Memorial service with 
communion for Mrs, Lucy 
Davies, will beheld on Friday, 
May to at ll:00 a.m. at St. 
Mary’s Church, Saanichton, 
B.C, Mrs, Davies’ family from 
DunnviUo, OnUirio will be in 
attendnneo. The Into Mrs, 
Davies, a Tormer Sidney 
resident, and a vnliicd 
member of St, Mary’s A.C.W, 




wish to apologi/.c for any inconvenience due to a 
mal function in the Communication System to 
the following numbers.
656-4223 and 652-1166
while they were out of town.
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Wliat iactoris mo.sllikely toinducea home owner to list, his 
proiwrty with one i>arilcuiar real eHtriie agent in preferiMtce
tO'Others?'
yVell, as any reputable Heallor knows, it is difficult to 
fompctivwilh au imroallKlically high appraisal quotation.
A real estate agent who secures a proixrrty IlKtlng by tlie 
aimplc (leviee of (|uoling an appraisal figure he knows 
eomp(.ditivo agents will not maieli, is rendering no one a 
^e^ v ice, kiJhl of all the Miller,
Cfwl prospects who rmild have become tuiyers shy away 
from a property priced beyond its value. A second chance lo 
.sell them i.s seldom lealiHed and a,s the months drag by the 
|troperl,v Ihe ti jHil.hlun Dieie i.s sumelhing wrong with 
it''
A repidatde Heallor will not overimiee a house In an rip- 
pralsni to neenre .s lisifne from ft seller It not etbio.'dly 
defenftiblt!, it Would be injurious to his long-nmge reputrilion 
and i t its plainly p(wr ItUHlne.SK, eniMtcially for the ticlh'r.
ll isi wlifie tf» remember a real estate profeKiJonal who rip 
prai^eH your proirerlv for flic pnrpwe of IlHling It not of- 
fering to l>uy tlie property; be iK only proposing to sell it. The 
aetard.lHiyerAvillult imiiHily tie I he judge of the value. ,,
T'lic bcsl thing nbout T'i) C’iish-How loans is how you t'cel 
when you go in to gel one, C’alni, lor one thing.
Without that sinking feeling yon u.sfd to gel hen you were iisking 
for it loan.'Thai's beeause TI ) ('ash-llow leians put the emphasis 
where it shouki be. On the inonev you earn i)r your “cash-now!’ 
{ITyou have the money to handle the payments, you pretty well 
y y know you're good tor a C'ash-llow loan.)
.And here's an important point if you're earning for a fatnily, 
'TD Cash-flow loans are I'ully life-insured, at no extra cost. 
Borrow on )'ouf cash-How and Ibel good 
because von earned it.
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SIDNEY ROTARY president John Salvador presents 
a cheque for $1,480 to George Kurbatoff, ad­
ministrator of Springwood Training Centre in Central 
Saanich, at a recent Rotary meeting. The donation 
was one of many made by the club that night, in­




At least 30 teen-agers have 
been invited to take part in a 
bowling party this week.
Invitations have gone out to 
all young people who have 
assisted, at various times and 
in various ways, the activities 
and events sponsored by 
Sidney recreation program 
since last fall.
Teen-agers interested in 
summer jobs in connection 
with the summer recreation 
program, or in gaining more 
information on how they can 
assist in community 
recreation work, are 
reminded of the two 
preliminary leaders’ training 
sessions being held at San- 
scha, on May 15 and 22 at 1:30 
p.m.
There is no charge for this 
course and anyone is welcome 
to attend.
Women’s keep-fit classes, 
under the direction of Mrs. 
Jean Grant, will complete 
their third course since last 
fall with two swim and saunas 
at Sidney Hotel pool.
Visitors are welcome to 
come and join in.
Regular rates prevail.
During the summer recess, 
it is expected that gardening 
and other outdoor activities 
. will take up a good portion of 
the members of this slim ‘n’ 
trim group.
Last call for those 9 -12 year-
olds who are interested in 
tennis initiation.
The second session will be 
held next Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. 
at Sanscha.
This weekly program is 
designed to instruct in tennis 
basics, scoring, and the like, 
and under the direction of 
Mrs. E. Thornton-Trump.
The course will help ease the 
problems facing those step­
ping on the courts for the first 
time.
The outdoor show being 
planned by Sidney Recreation 
on May 26, at Sanscha, will 
feature information of various 
outdoor activities.
Provincial park branch, 
B.C. Yachting Association, 
■Red Cross water safety; all. 
will help provide an in­
teresting display.
Plan to attend.
ST. PAUL’S UNITED 
CHURCH WOMEN 
The May general meeting of 
St. Paul’s United Church 
Women was held in the church 
hall on Wednesday, May 1.
Mrs. A. Ostrom, of Bazan 
Bay Unit, was in charge of 
devotions.
Plans were finalized for the 
mothers’ tea, to be held in the 
church hall on Saturday, May 
11, from 2 until 4:30 p.m.
; There will be a hat and 
jewellry stall, a bake table 
and a program.
Members were reminded of 
the June social evening, to be 
held on June 5, instead of the 
regular monthly meeting.
After the meeting was 
adjourned, some of the women 
volunteered to do some 
painting in the addition.
ST. STEPHEN’S ACW 
St. Stephen’s Anglican 
Church Women will hold a 
Dutch auction and bake sale at 
St. Stephen’s memorial on 
Mount Newton Crossroad in 
hall, Saanichton, on Saturday, 
May 11, at 2 p.m.
Support from parishioners 
and friends, in both donating 
to the sale and the bake table 




St. Elizabeth’s women’s 
club will hold its May 16 
meeting at the home of Mrs. 
Connie Vander (Haegen), 
10879 Madrona Drive, at 7:;ifl 
p.m. Members requiring 
1 r a n s p 0 r I a t i 0 n p 1 e a s e 
assemble at the church at 7 
p.m.
TSARTIP CUB SCOUTS
More than 100 Cubs, leaders 
and parents enjoyed the 
Tsartlip District Cub P’ield 
Day on Sunday afternoon. 
May 5, at Centennial Park.
The boys participated in 
tests for their athlete and 
personal fitness badges.
PYTHIAN SISTERS
District Deputy Grand Chief 
Mrs. Martha Robinson made 
her official visit to Victory 
Temple Number 36 recently.
She was accompanied by 
Past Grand Chief Mrs. K, 
Savage and Mrs. G. Green, of' 
Maple Temple Number 34, 
Duncan.
Most Excellent Chief Mrs. S. 
Lumley and the temple of­
ficers lead the members in the 
beautiful candlelight re­
obligation service.
A gift and a ribbon corsage 
was presented to Mrs. 
Robinson on her introduction 
to the members.
Following the meeting, a 
social hour was enjoyed, when 
delicious refreshments were 





6447 WEST SAANICH RD. 652-2863
At Dawson City, Yukon 
Territory, there are only three 
hours and 25 minutes of 
daylight on the December 21, 
but on June 21, there are 24 
hours of daylight, hence the 
Land of the Midnight Sun.
mother's Oa^
May 12
We have a very good selection of Hair Dryers; 
Ladies’ Shavers, Beauty sets; Irons; Toasters; 
Waffle Irons; Eleclirc Knives. All suitable for 
Gift Giving.
SIWEY ftPPLlAiCE CEiTKE
2380 Beacon Ave. 658-3422
SANSCHA CALENDAR
Friday, May 10: 1:30 p.m.
Rae Burns’ dance studio.
Saturday, May 11: Sidney 
Lions’ club banquet and 
dance; RCMP softball tour­
nament; guitar lessons, 
(clubhouse). r ))
S u hda y, M a y ■ 12: ; N 0 w 
scheduled activities.
Monday, May 13: 3-8 p.m.
, Rae Burris* daiice studio. ; 
Tuesday, May 14: 9:30 a,mF
(clubhouse); 3:30 p.m. BRC 
tennis initiation (age 9-12);
1:30 - 9:30 p.m. Rae Burns’ 
dance studio; 7:30 p. m, SRC 
volleyball; guitar lessons,, 
(clubhouse). ^
Wednesday, May 15: 1:30- 9 
p.m. Rae Burns’ dance studio;
7:30 p.m. SRC leaders’ course, 
session 1.
Thursday, May 16: 9:30 a.m.
SRC creative tots 
(clubhouse); 1:30-9 p.m. Rae 
Burns’ dance studio’ 7:30 p.m. 
North Saanich dog obedience 
training; 8 p.m. International 
meditation group (clubhouse). 
NORTHSAANICH 
SCHOOL
On Tuesday, April 30 a draw 
was held to determine the 
winner of the North Saanich 
School raffle.
The raffle was held to help 
raise funds for field trips this 
spring.
The lending student ticket 
salesman drew the winning 
ticket, which was held by Mrs, 
W'B. Walder, of 3524 
Plymouth Road in Victoria, 
She won a 1974 
Weslinghouse 20 inch color 
TV, with one year parts and 
; 'labor.
Just a note: the students 
raised over $3,500 with this 
ruffle, which has made it quite 
; ' ■ Buccesfiful." ;
: ' ; "SAANICHPIONEER, VV 
SOCIETY',:"
In order to muko final plana 
for (ho banquet on June 1, the 
Saanich Pioneer Society v/111 
hold its May meellni!! on the 
second Monday of the month. 
May 13, instead of the usual 
third Monday,
McMubors may obtain 
tickets by phoning Mrs, Alice 
Ritchie, at 652-3226, or tho 





At Ihe holy comiminion 
I on MVilhors' 
Day, May 12, memhers of the 
congregation of the Brent­
wood (R)llnge Memorial 
Uhapet on Sea iJlive in 
BrentwotKl Bay. will have a 
treat In the attendance of the 
50'Voice mixed choii from 
Brentwood College, under ll)e 




PWP is international, non-' 
profit organization devoted to 
the welfare and interests of 
single parents and their 
children.
Sidney chapter No. 708 b,as 
planned a family barbecue, a 
drop-in ) night, discussion 
group and an adults, night out 
All single parents welcome. : 
V Phone 656-3228 dr 656-4462.
) : : SILVER THREADS'"::: 
Thursday; 9:30 a.m.- carpet 
bowling; 10 a.m. - liquid 
embroidery, weaving; 1 p.m. - 
dressmaking; 1:15 p.m.-
■ bridge; 7 p.m.- crib.
Friday; 10 am. - 
needlepoint, quilting, 
volleyball, table tennis, 
badminton; 1 p.m. - knitting; 2 
p.m. - jacko; 7 p.m. - evening 
card?,
Saturday; 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
open for drop -ins.
Monday; 10 a.m, - quilting, 
ceramics, swimming; 1 p,m, - 
French conversation, 
ceramics,
Tuesday; 10 a.m, 
Sorenaders’ practice, oil 
painting; 1 p.m. - oil painting 
and watercolors; 1:15 p,m, - 
whist; 7 p.m. - shuffleboard, 
Wednesday; 10 a.m.- rug 
hooking, novcllios; 10:30 a.m, 
- mnh-jong; noon-hot dinner; 2 
p.m. - concert, with Sidney 
Jackson and friends; 7 p.m. - 
l)and practice.
CLUB, ORGANiZATIONS, HOBBY & CRAFT 
GROUPS, SCOUTS, GIRL GUIDES etc. etc.
FREE MALL bookings may be arranged for displays, 
Community Fund Drives, Etc. etc.
For reservation of space please contact 
Mr. Tom Bradfield, Mgr. ^ 
Beacon Plaza Merchants Association 
phorie656-1443
SAT., MAY 11 IP.i.
items for farmer, fisherman, builder
FARMALL AV TRACTOR with mower, plough and harrows. 
Set John Deere DISCS, GEORGE WHITE rubber tired grain 
separator, potato planter and potatoe ' digger, BUCK 
Rake, small road grader, 3 bottom McCormick Dccring pull 
plough, high speed runabout FIBREGLASS HULL 20’x8’, 1.5’ 
BOAT TRAILER, 20’ FARM TRAILER, heavy steel 2 wheel 
trailer, 4 wheel TENT TRAILER. Box old shipwright’s tools, 
net floats, Halibut anchors, new towHne, numerous ropes 
blocks and tools, office desk and swivel chair, .5 used O.AK 
TIMBERS 6x8x9’(5. 2x8s, 0’long, one plank 3x12, :i0’ long, 
several bundles shingles, ;t large aluminum window frames, 
screen door, louvered aluminum double doorframe, half Inch 
B&D drill. 32 VOLT-;100 AMP G.E. WELDING
GENERATOR, 50011) come-along, 18" 4 jaw lathe chuck.
Located corner of Metchosin and Witty 
Beach Rds. Follow Metchosin Rd. to 
bridge and watch for auction sign at 
top of hill




Family Smorgasbord And Dining 
With That Gourmot Touch In Tho 
Travol/Banquot Room From 4 P.M.
HUNGRY BEAR COFFEE BAR 
7A.M.-7P.Wi.
: MOM, IVS CATSn FOR YOUR MifWrm'S
JUNE WEDDING. HAVE A HAPPY DAY
IRAVELODGE TOP-O-BEACON SIDNEY
656-1176
Yoiir organiziuion could become aniiccrediletl 
ticket sales agency by filling in and forwarding 
't he'cqupofi'below.,:.
The more lickciH we sell, the more successful 
the Save the Orpheum lottery will be,





6 Prizes of $1,000 each
9 Weekly Early Birds Draws 
of $6,000 each
money you'll raise for your organization’s
needs.
'fhe Orplieiim is Canada's largest ‘flagship’ y ; 
thealre and one of the few of its kind left in 
North America. We would like your help in 
saving it its one of the finer public assets.
wM trrw MWWi' mir- «n>wi immi mnhm vmm «mi hmw nimw (twiMi inmii mm urinw fMMM wmm mm HiW iwm| :
j Yes, wc arc iiiicrcsicd in becoming an accredited j
{ ' ................................................
I
sc;lling organization for the Save the Orpheum I





r,PHONE, r, .:'j .CriY.
5 tvliid tri ilir: ,r,4vc the 0| piiCioa L.ullCiy, 
I l»0, Box 11000, VancoifeB.C. .
1;^ ggiai «Ma MW MW MM WW MM WW *M«I NMM lW» MM •
Atnhi>ri»r;(Uiv Ihe Pfovinc# piaiouhCttiiiinh*#
liii.l.:! Ui.rli. .. I'.' 'IFF
I








9-5 Monday thru Friday
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Monday for insertion the same week.
RATES: 25c for each four words or less; minimum $1.00.
Box numbers, 25c extra.
All advertisemenfs*must comply with the B.C. Human Rights Act, 
which prohibits any advertising because of race, sex, reiigion, coior, 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin, or age (between 44 and 65), 
unless the condition is iustified by a bonafide requirement for the 
work involved. . „
‘All advertising will be subiect to the approval of Review 
Ltd., which reserves the right to classify, reiect or insert copy fur­
nished, at its sole discretion.
rate cards available on request
R68l^Estdt6
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BUS. 386-3585 RES. 656- 3602
BOAT TRAILER, tubular frame, 
large wheel. Any offer. Also 14 ft. 
plywood fiberglassed hull, stripped 
tor a lot of work. 656-3770. 19-1
SAANICH SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
PRICE REDUCED 
2 bedroom home on Mills 
Road. 60x100 lot. Now $20,000.
; M.L.S. REALTORS
■ ;: V'deepcove'
50 Tr^d ac. on hillside. Total 
seclusion, magnificent views. 
Private estate, resort, or....
$175,000.
; ; SAANICH/ ;
Treed V2 acre on Watermains. 
All new homes around.
-$26,500;'/-V'V'-",
DEEP COVE
Lovely 3 bedroom no step, 
home located on a Ve acre lot. 
Sea views to the south-west. 
MLS. Full price is $60,000.
If you need a home
If a small garden plot will suffice
If your funds are limited '
Then call Neva Pennie 386-3585 to 
show you a 3 bedroom - 2 storey 
Sidney Condominium with 1V2 
bath, storage space and parking 
space for the unusual price of 
$26,200.00 -
REAL ESTATE & 
INSURANCE
fora factory trained specialist 
phone 656-5114
9967 - 7th Street Sidney, B.C.
GARDEN SERVICE — Pruning. 

















SANITARY GARBAGE SERVICE. 
Sidney Clean-Up. Ray Bowcott, 656- 
1920. 32-tf
Owner Wilf Dorman gives* per­
sonal attention to all orders 
PHONE 656-4754
:-SAANICH PENINSULA ' /
; :-MEN’S:WEAR: - .
Ideal small business for a
clothier who wants to take it 
somewhat easier and still make a 
good living. Call iis for terms.
.'-/BUYING OR SELLING/: /. 
CALL
656-4000 K. DROST 656-2427
NEW LISTING
Only a couple of years old this 
home could be for you. 3 
bedrooms, utility room full 
basement, garage. All on a 
68x124 lot. Full price $39,900.
I John Bruce Bus. 656-3928
Res. 656-2023 or 592-7576
On a commercial lot in Sidney 
50x150 - a sound large older home 
with 3 bedrooms on the main and 
two up - living room has stone 
F.P. - dining room, old fashioned 
Windsor seat - huge modern 
kitchen - 6 ft basement awaiting 
development. Asking $48,500. 
M.L.S.
WANTED TO RENT two bedroom 
unfurnished apartmeni or house. 656- 
1181. 19-1
WANTED TO RENT: for one month, 
beginning May 25, one small tent 
trailer. 656-4812. 19-1
KIRBY CLASSIC 
Upright and Shampooer 
$369.00 Value 
Sell for $250.00 
or Best Offer 
Ph. 656-5160 Apt No. Ill 
Weekdays after 5.00 p.m. 
Weekends anytime. 
Traded on Bison ,
FOR SIDNEY and Brentwood only, 
clean, black, sandy loam. 7 yds., 
$50.00; bag, $2.00; old cow manure, 7 
yds;, $40.00; bag. $2.00. 385-4356. 18-2
CHICKS -— DUAL PURPOSE — 
Paymaster (Rhode Island Red Cross), 
White Leghorns, White Rocks. Ship 
anywhere. NAPIER HATCHERY, 
22470 - 64th Avenue, R.R. 7, Langley, 
B.C. 534-6268. 7-tf
FOUR INTERNATIONAL garden 
tractors with implements, in stock; 
Riding lawn mowers; used and new 
farm tractors; used implements. 
Victoria Jeeo (I.H.C. Dealer). 386- 
6511. 18-2
POTENT MASTITIS TREATMENT 
— NIXON Pour-Pak combines a high 
level content of four different an­
tibiotics plus sulfathiazole. Effective 
against most mastitis - causing 
organisms. Royal Oak Pharmacy 
(McCoys Ltd.) 4452 West Saanich 
Road, Victoria, B.C. Phone 479-1614.
19-1
“Complete Real Estate 
Service Across Canada”
i 2481 Beacon Sidney, B.C. 656-3951 -://[
Victoria 1057 Fort St. 386-2111 
SIDNEY 656-3924
OFFICE AREA 530 sq. ft. in 
Professional Building at 9775 - 4th St., 
Sidney. Ground floor location, com­
plete with carpet, light fixtures and 
heat supplied. Suitable for 
professional practitioner, company 
offices etc. with lease terms available. 
Apply ste. 304 - 9775 - 4th St. or Capital 
Regional Agencies Ltd., 2481 Beacon 
Ave., Sidney. ; i6-tf
STULL’S T.V 
CENTRE





7115 WEST SAANICH RD.
USED FURMiTURE, TV, 
APPLIANCES, TOOLS, 
S^ISCELLANEOUS.
XL 130 "HOMELITE" chain saw, 24 
inch bar. New. $210.00. 656-1016. 19-4
NEW ELECTROLUX 
cleaner. Phone 652-2792.
SCUBA.TANK with pack, $100.00; 
Ruger, .308 rifle with scope, $160.00; 
pressure cooker, $6.00. Phone 656- 
5398. 19-1
A great value at below average 
price. 3 bedrooms up - plus 4th 
extra large down. Add family
Your Seanleh Psnlnsula
!VIr..ElwoH 477-3988














Total Price - Only $65,000. 




'Jlm Sloan : 656-5311
Jim Jones
John Salvador / 656-2727
;; 3'2444B^con'Av©. /:-: /" 
Sidney B.C. 656-1154 
: '";bEEP GOVE 1 ^78 Acres;
Seaview /Lot/ near Madrona 
Drive. Gorgeous/ trees yet 
I room to build with minimum 




Gordon Hulmc Ltd. 656-1154
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Small country grocery store 
located in Saanich Peninsula 
area store, plus 3 bedroom living 
accommodation. Living room 
with Fireplace and sundeck off to 
take advantage of view; this is a 
/ good; family; type 
shbwihg ;a steady return; in a 
/ growing area. Good financing; 
available ,on/ asking; price of 
$6^500
/ For further information call 
/ R; Westgate 656-3423 
W:A; Hooker 652-3634 -
SIDNEY BUSINESS rental, 1260 sq. 
ft. Suitable office or store. V2 block 




- HOME SERVICE -
, 'ON.-/
ALL OTHER MAKES
CHECK OUR PRICES 
BEFORE YOU BUY OR 
SELL ANYTHING
OLDER DODGE TRUCK and chassis 
mounted camper, sleeps four, tested 
till Aprii 1975. Reason for selling gone 
trailering. Phone 656-1595. 19-1
ENGLISH BUILT, hand lanwmower. 
Good condition. $10.00. 656-4344. 19-1
BATH TUB
2928.
and fittings, $10.00. 656- 
19-1
FOR LEASE, 450/sq/ ft. office on 
store. Beacon Ave. Sidney. 479-2106. 6-
:;tf:■;--;/-/;■■/■:-./ ;"/-:
FOR PROMPT FREE 
ESTIMATES PHONE 
652-1711
WINDOW 92x36 including 2 side 
openings; window 63x36, wood frame; 
one door and frame; 6 ft. brass fen­
der; 4 counter stools; one set bath 
taps. 656 3893. 19-1
TRAILERS
SEAVIEW COTTAGE. Close 
opera lion ,v\odern. one bedroorn, stove and frig .
Available June 1st. $135,00 per month.
/One or:two mature adults onlyj/Sorry 
' ho children or pets. J^eferences.. Box 
■V. Sidney:Review. : *- //; ' ;//; ■■ -19-1
trailer SUPPLIES
ONE BEDROOM apartment in home, 
/modern furnished for'3 months from 
June 1st. hip pets. 656-4845. ; 19-1
NOTARY PUBLIC
WftTERFRONTftGE




magnificent view acres. 
West Side Salt Spring
/Island.';.:' "'-.'/’■;/
200 FT. WATERFRONT 
Right here in Sidney 1 can 
show you a property that is 
most gracious. Seclusion, nic 
Right here in Sidney I can 
show you a property that is 
most gracious. Seclusion, 
nicely treed, excellent access 
to beach, from 1.18 acres of a 
choice location. There is also a 
sturdy older home of 2 stories, 
very roomy for a large family 
that enjoy fixing and 
renovating,
COMMERCIAL 
Well situated in Sidney, twelve 
thousand square feet of corner 
property. Well priced at 
$58,000.00 : L
. ^ northsaAnich//; -
;;''2 ACRES/.0'-v:;-;"-'/^‘-V"
'.'PRIVACY;''
Year-old, custom designed and 
built Pennsylvania Dutch 
Colonial home, Vaulted cedar 
ceiling and old brick fireplace. 
Dark beams and open stairway to 
500 sq. ft. loft overlooking living 
and dining areas, All appliances 
included. Two bathrooms. 
Basement. Largo sundeck with 
S.W. pastoral views. Shake roof 
and cedar board-and-hatten 
exterior. Park-l«kc property with 
stream and cedars plus half acre 
of pasture and stabling for a 
horse. $79,900. Phone owner, 656- 
2194,
TWO BEDROOM apartment, almost - 
hew block, quiet location, close to 
shops and transporation. Well- 
behaved child acceptable. No pets. 
Laundry: on floor. $190.00 monthly. 
Call caretaker 656.2388. John Bishop 
Ltd. 384.0581. 19-2
‘Vancouver Island’s most
complete supply of 
Trailer-Camper Parts” 
Propane Refilling 
Profiled Aluminum SIOREY AREA
REPAIRS










HARVEST GOLD STOVE and
refrigerator; bedroom suite; and two 
twin bods; china cabinet, with glass 
sliding doors, All lessihan two years 
old. 656-1592. 19-1
FULLER BRUSH PRODUCTS 




PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE 
NORMAN HULL 656-4938
46tf
VIKING DELUXE range and Gibson 
fridge, $150,00, Phono656-3500. 19-1




:/// : Wanted by July 2 or 3 IxHlroom 
bungalow with basement, 
separate garage preforriul. 
$40,(K)l) price range, Cash or 
C.T.M. Please call Kon Porter or 
Marj Napper 598-3344. Evenings 
call Mr. Porter at 658-5235.
JndcMears ,
Oak Bay Realty Ltd,
EXPEUIMENTAH ARM 
This Is 1300 sq, fl. home vyill 
provide a view of the airport, 
Sidney, and tlie Islands. 
Building of this home will 
comnicnce short ly • don’t miss 
tmt,',’; ■■"//':' ;/,"
To view those propL'rtios 
please call Bin UiUellffe 6.«;rt- 
■1517
BY OWNER v.j aero potontial 
aparlrnenl situ. One block from 
Bnncon.hns small crawl-space house, 
$55,000,00.479-7028 after Sp.m. T9-2
OUTSIDE PORCH light (ixture, 
carriage typo, $15,00; Swag lamp, 
amber globe, $21.00, Both new. Phono 
656-2.506. 19-1







ED'S FURNITURE REPAIRS, 











FOR SAtE BY OWNER, 3 bodroorn 
house located on quiet cul-do-sac, 
separata living room anddlnlna room. 
Full basomont with llnlshod Rumpus 
room, $47,900, Phone AS« 34Aa or 3B5- 
9(116, 18-;i
1 , : 
■ ■ MAY 11 > HOSPITAL DAY
JiWE llEMEMBEH I'l.ORENfJ': NUlirriNClAI, 
WHO ISllOUGHT ahoul proper niiriiilng onn* of 
(Ilf sick.MInh NigUtingaie gitve tier Uiiie and lalents lo the 
luddc pndessioii. Would yon Ii'hi; logli c a lillSc oi yom liin* to 
the pillleiits In the HAANUTl 1‘F,NINSULA KXTENDKD 
CARE'»0SP1TA».7 . ,
TAKE NOTICE TUAT inirsuaiU to Byliivs/No. 502 cited as 
"Storm Drain System Loan, Aiitlnii'i/ation Ilylim’” the 
Comu’il of IlieiTowivnf Siilney inlemts to construct 
Drains as shown and dcscriln'd , in ,t report imd 
prepared by tho Town's EngineerH, ;
Storm
AND: THAT said report and plans may lie viewed during
regular biislnes.s hour.s at IheMunieipal Oiflee.
AND TUA'l' to fitiimee the eonstriietion of the said works llie 
Couueil proposes to borrow by way ol (lebeiilurp a sum not 
I'xeeeding six limidriot thousand dollars ($800,(Him repayabli' 




' '' ' 1 '
Wi* nerd your lielp in ninny uirus oi luiivily tmid siK»,d 
tniBneli*. Can ynw span* «n hour (nr morel » week to he a 
volunteer? IMense leave your Phone No, wllli the Hospital 
tltfter «nd you will he contiu'teri. ii
652-3911
AND 'I'llAT unless wilhin Ibii ty days of ibi.' second and last 
public.iliau of this Notice, mil !c,/;., than one (wentieih in 
numt'croflbe ('lectors pc'lilioii iht' (’omicit for Ihe suitmiHsion 
of Ihe said bylaw for t,h(' assent of the eleetors, the (’ouneil 
m;(y adopt sia.ji bylaw,
AND THAT thi! 
this Notice,
is the seemHi and !asi of two pnldientions of
oneiNtrwooo
AfencANmir
1 Glazes Hug VV<»ol
supunMAmur Halik Heatls
Quality Moat Cut, Wrappocl Brentwood Arts & Crafts
for Homo FroMors / 7IH3\V, Kaautehlload




Qr(3ntwood Qny Branch 
7174 West Saanich Rood 
65f;-2111 652-2822
Spoclatlzing In low coat loans
BILL BRAIN ROOFING















/ Reoiclcntlal, Conamorclal 
A Golf Courso Construction 
6955 Wottt Soanloh Rd. 
Orvntwo(!»d Buy
Qlt>n WllllAm* 8.52-3323
DA'f'ED this 29111 
111 Stidnev, B <'














ail puuio puitu uioukoo 
Consorvatorloa at Zurich 
and Vienna

















BEACON AT 1st STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THGRS. FRl. SAT.
^We reserve the right tq 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 aim. to 6:00 p.m. 













































1971 DODGE SUPER VAN, long 
body,auto, trans. Excellent condition, 
S2895.00. 656-3111. 19-1
,1 ‘"l'
SMALL DOGWOODS 7Sc; Rhodos, 
$3.50-S4.50. 10490 West Saanich Rd., 
656-4505 evenings and week-ends,* 19-1
14 FT. ARISTOCRAT trailer. Good 
condition, oven. S1200.00. 656-3410. 19-1
MOFFAT AUTOMATIC dryer, $25.00; 
Sparton 16 inch portable T.V., B/W., 
$15; 3 width fibreglass drapes, 84 in., 
oyster. As new, $25.00. 656-4982. 19-1
1968 MERC. % TON pick-up.42000 
miles. $2100.00. 386-2754or 652-2404. 19- 
1
ROOM AND BOARD or bachelor 
suite with cooking facilities required 
for visiting Scientist from Ghana, 
from end of May until November. 
Pleasocall Mrs. Egan, 656-6111. 19-3
1970 FORD TORINO, 4 dr. sdn., V-8, 
P.S., P.B., auto, trans., radio, rear 
window defogger, $1700.00.,'Good gas 
mileage. John Salvador. 656-3 951 or 
656-2727. '9-1
LADIES INTERESTED in playing 
softball in Victoria, phone Bill days, 
383-1171 evenings 478-2639. 19-2
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hugh Loney, 2-185 
Sidney Ave., Sidney, B.C., are pleased 
to announce the engagement of their 
eldest daughter Nancy Jean, to Mr. 
Paul David Franks, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Leonard Frederick Franks, 10480 
All Bay Road, Sidney, B.C. The 
marriage will take place at Sidney 
Bible Chapel on June 15, 1974. , 19 1
Accountants





handyman - Painting, Lino, 
Ceramic Tile, Carpet, or what have 
you. 656-1016. 9-tf
1966METEOR MONTCALMsedan, V- 
8, motor, P. B., P.S., good condition. 
New tires. Immaculate interior. 
$750.OOfirm. 656-1675. 19-2
RUSS' TRACTOR service, Rototilling 
- Big or small jobs. Call anytime, 656- 
3689. l^-tt
1959 FORD, 2door. $100.00. 656- 
4748. 19-1
CAREY'S CLEAN-UP. Expert clean­
up of yards and basements. 
Rotovating. Free estimates. 656-5671 
after 5p.m.
1972 TOYOTA CROWN 4 dr. stn. 
wagon, 6 cylinder, auto., P.S., P.B.. 
1500 miles. Like new, $3495.00. Mr. 
Perry 386-7594 days, 592-4562 
evenings. , ^
DUTCH GARDENER AVAILABLE- 
for Sidney area. Good workmanship at 
reasonable rates. Free Estin^ates. 
Phone 656-2097.
1973 triple E DODGE 
MOTORHOME, 9000 miles. 
Automatic. $11,500.00. Phone 656-1641.^
PARKLAND SCHOOL ART DEPT. -
Have you any of the following clut­
tering up your basement or attic and 
are willing to give them to us? Objects 
any age! Electi ic iron, ironing board, 
cupboards (free standing or wall) 
plastic containers with lids, electric 
hot plates; measuring scales; old 
deep freeze (without motor) picture 
frames; (v/ith or without glass) 
concrete or Terra Cota bricks, any 
fabric, textile pieces, old curtains, 
wool, yarn, string beads, etc., plywood 
boxes, shop display cabinets. The Art 
Department would really appreciate 
hearing from you. Pick-up will be 
handled by us. Phone 656-5507 during 
school hours or 656 4922 evenings. 19-1
In loving memory of a beloved 
husband and <ather Fred Starr, who 
passed away suddenly May 8, 1972. 
His memory we will always keep. 
Fondly remembered by Scotty and 
Dolina Cindy. 19-1
Elliott & Company 
Chartered Accountants 
\v.j.ELi.io'n'.r..\. 
Beacon Shopping Pla'/.a 





Hoofing — Repairs — 
E a lest r on g hs. Q u a li f i ed 
Hoofers — Budget Prices — 
Free PJstimates 656-43G9
Personals
WORK WANTED Tr^e falling, 
cement work, landscaping by hour or 






PENINSULA PLAYERS PRESENT a
comedy, "Love at Second Sight," at 
Sidney School, May 9,10 and 11 at 8;15 
p.m. Adults $1.50; O.A.P. and 
students, $1.00; children under 12, 50c 
at the door. 1* *1
BIRTHS
John and Gail Latta ol 9295 East 
Saanich Road, Sidney, B.C. are 
pleased to announce ,ho arrival of a 
new boarder. Stephen George, 6 ibs. 9 
ozs. born April 10, 1974 in Royal
Jubilee Hospital. A wee brother for 
Kimberley Anne. Insured. 191
Tenders are invited for Brent­
wood Bay Rural Route No. 1 
service. For sortation. delivery 
and collection of mail to and from 
boxes along the route and the 
transacting of other postal 
business.
Motor ear is required.
Dettiils available from the 
Brentwood Bay Post Office 
Tenders must be rect'ived by 3:00 
p.m.. May 29, 197-1 iit: 
Transportation Services 
B.C. & Yukon Postal District 
Room 000 - 7.S0 Cambie Street 
Vancouver, B.C.
VGB -IKI











Home and Office Cleaners 




2233 Ardwell Ave. 
656-2016 656-1278
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
.-\11 Uopairs-.-\n>' size Boat :\nd 









‘•Large or Small 








Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating





Woman to train as counter girl 
and shop helper, parUtime. 
2:15 - 6; 15 p.m.
MOTHER'S TEA, St. Paul's United 
Church, Saturday ay 11th. 2 p.m. Hat 
and Home baking stalls. 18-2
ADULT BOOKS, NOVELTIES, 
Marital Aids. Free price list. Adelphi 






DUTCH AUCTION and Bake Sale, St. 
Stephen's Hall, 2 p.m., Saturday, May 
11th. 18-2
INCOME TAX. Your personal Income 
Tax done in complete confidence at 
reasonable rates. Can Pick up 479- 
1961. 5-tt
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 p.m. every 
Thursday. Everybody welcome. l-1f
AUXILIARY TO REST HAVEN
Hospital, Tea and Bake Sale, Thur­
sday, May 16, 2-4:30 p.m. In the 
hospital lounge. Admission 50c. 19-2
My family and I wish to thank each 
and everyone who sent cards and best 
wishes for my recovery. Hope to be 
amongyou all soon : M. Munro. 19-1
REGULAR MONTHLY MEETING
ladies WEAR STORE Brentwood Sidney and North Saanich Historical 
Bay area has vacancy for a part-time society to be held in the Museum May 
sales lady or would train suitable 16, at 7:30 p.m. '9-1
applicant. References required. Apply----------- ------------------7771”,, ,
Box "S" The Sidney Review. 18-2 CENTRAL SAANICH LIONS Jackpot
WANTED, CLEANING woman, once 
a week, 2-3 hours. Transportation if 
possible. Phone 656-3751. 18-3
Bingo, $190.00 in 58 calls. Monday, 
May 13, 7:30 p.m. Brentwood Com­
munity Hail. 19-1
WANTED, BABYSITTER, Sidney 
area, my home. 7 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Monday - Friday. Light housekeeping, 
mature lady, please, 3 school children. 
656-2536. 18-3
WANTED STENOGRAPHER for 
locaT office. Please apply in own 
handwriting stating qualifications, 
experience and salary expected. 
Reply to P.O. Box 2247, Sidney, :
-B.C7- -"Vw-L,..''".-■:.-7:7'J9.i:
WANTED, TIMBER-ALL species 
including alder. Top prices paid. 478- 
2932. 6-tt
MEN OR Women interested in 
sales. Will train. Phone656-5597. 7-tf;
: REQUIRE SERVICES :of energetic: 
laborer for few days in Deep Cove 
Area. 656-2145. 7 19-1
SIDNEY SECRETARIAL SERVICES
has officce job openeings in this area. 
Call in at 2426 Beacon Avenue (op­
posite Post Office) for application 
f^m. 19-1
Olde Towne Auctioneers 
584 Johnson St.,
'- , , ; Victoria, B.C;7:. ' :“ 77^
We buy outright or sell ori con­
signment all household goods, tools, 
etc.' 383-9512; 383-5641. ^ 7 , y.jf





CREDITORS AND OTHERS 
having claims against the Estate 
of SADI CARRUTHERS 
EDYVANE, Deceased, late of 
9888, 5th. Street, Sidney, B.C., 
who died at Sidney, B.C. on April 
29th., 1974, are hereby required to 
send them duly verified to the 
undersigned Executor, P.O. Box 
2187 Sidney, B:G. before the 24th 
day of June7 1974V after which 
date the assets of the said estate 
will be:distributed haying regard 
only: to claims that have been 
received.
:7 7: S-S; Penny- Executor
■7;:7''"7•;:7:7': ':-:7i9-4
CHIROPRACTOR
Robert VV. Roper, D.C.






Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
650-1412 
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center




























10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
656-2127 SIDNEY
BACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING
‘no job to large 
or too small”
656-2651



















New HoitU‘.s & Cubiiifls Ciuslom build 












LAND PERCOLATION TESTING 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 
ItRACING ESCAPMENT of EFFLUENT 






SIDNEY SIGNS -: 7 7;
COMPLETE SIGN PAINTING 
&SILKSCREEMING 
- -SERVICE--.,





sonable, experienced steno. 





FULL TIME WAITRESS required. 
Canoe Cove Coffee Shop and store. 
Phone: 656-5411 before5p.m. 19-1
SIDNEY: WATERVIEW PROPERTY 
By Ow
ARE YOU INTERESTED in making 
$1,000,00 per month as a Second In 
come, on a part time basis? Reply Box 
T Sidney Review. 19-2
WANTED PART-TIME girl Friday 
with Legal background and 
bookkeeping. Experience, Capital 
Region Agencies Ltd,, apply John 
Salvador, 2481 Beacon Avenue, 656 
3951, 19 1
WOMAN FOR CASUAL BABY SIT­
TING, mostly days, apply Bov V, the 
Sidney Review. '*9-lf
■ Downtown location 200 ft. from waterfront. Four lot.s each 
50 ft. X 120 ft. side-by-.side, corner location, one block from 
Sidney Hotel, Pre.senUy B 3. Apartmeni zoned, allowing Hi 
suites if you wait for town water supply. OH — You may be 
able to build one single-family liome on each lot now, us socm 
as Zoning has been changed hack to Hesidential “A”, ('riiis is 
in progress) All services availalile. Tiiree cabins on one lot 
provide $130,00 ixir month revenue. Priced from $16,000.00 
per lot or $65,000 for all four lots.
May considor terms. For details write Box 2147, Sidney or 
phone (156-5518, Courtesy to agents.
SANS SOUCI ESTATES 1,TD.
I>.0, BOX 2147 . SIDNEY
, :M;ii(.'lu's tldnTSi.Vrt jorysi 
tires. People lid. And diey ilo it 
heeiiu.se diey doivVihink. .And 
l’'ee:iu:-,e ilu'y.doi! I inke the 7 
liiue to I'le careiul.
In ilu' tew '-.I'Coiuls it lakes 
yon (o hold ;) iviaiih uiihl ii . 
lurns cold, and to hre.ik ii in 
hall , vou can think .ihoni the 
I’oie'-i yon're helping H' I'voiect.
.Aiid iliai s soincihing yvoll 
woiili (hulking al:iout ,'\nd v.-el 
' W'tnnh your i-iine proiecting.
■7PATRICK‘CUTTS:LTD.', ;
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
I Commercial & Residential 
Const ruction. Renovations 
& Alterations. 6.5641'28 
ACORN SWIMMING POOLS
General Electronic Repairs 
'w.M7 (BU1) B'MRT'-lp: 
Specialist in Coiour T.V 
i-Problemsyid




Electric Heating ^^^^ 7 7 









Steani Carpet & : 7 
Upholstery Gleaning
SPEciAUZING IN WALL
















' I. & Decorating y 
Paperhanging - Vinyl 
Grassclpth
Norm Sadler 7 056-4487




Light Repair Work : 7^






LOST, SILVER CHARM iiei.KI.ni'. 
Snlurdfiy, Vicinity of rn'tlewov'i. 




It’s hern a rough winter iiiid 
spring.
Every exlrn pound, every 
uuwiinled bulge Is there to 
remind you of it.
You cun repair all thal 
damage with tlie help of 
Welglit Watehers,
We'll help pul you In shape for 
the summer by retraining 
your ealiug habits and helping 
you get through tliose "bad” 
days and weeks,
Put it down as your first 
projeet for tlie week.
AGHICUI/rUBAI,
. IIAI.L ,
7910 F. Saanich 
THURSDAY 
7:00 P.M.'y ■: 
For fiirtlier Inforniallou Pl». 
'/ENITH :?i(»7 iloll free)
WttCHlWATCHERSWi
Hi. Zenith 2107 (Toll rroo)
Wwttltl W'AlLliLts. lutcrri.'iltenai
lot, 1974, owner of tba reonlered 
tr*rtewi»rm. Weight Welchers 
of BrItUh Cnlomhls, Ltd., re«i« 









Govarnmoni corliliod, lochniclan 
with 35 yonrs oxporlanco in Elori- 
Ironic Mainlonanco ml Repairs.
Call Eric 
656-4117
;■ 7-. '' Thome’s
Electric
Industrial - Rosidontlal 
Commercial Wiring
Poles and Lino Work ■ .
OUMJTY.WORKSMANSHIP 









AI,E KllHT1 179-:17I7 6.56-211(12
.: EI.ECTIUCIAN,, , .





Ilfpnir',- Appliaine Coaai*i'(iiia'< 
"No i(d» looKinall” 
6.16.,5(;(H1
BOAT PAINTING
All typos and Construction 







paper and VINYL wall 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 
DRY WAI L REPAIRS 
|(i.5(!-4387 PHONE 656*6(i73




Thousands of Shrubs Trees 
Bulbs and Plants.





Morlni! Auto «i Siifety (Uahs 
Wlnildw (ilass-MIrrm's 
Wliirihlilbid* liitilRlIrd . 
ICTIL'Appriiveil
liiHuriiiu'.t' C'lalnm Vroiiiplly llniidted 
2384 Beacon Phono C5C-1313
GORDON UREN






KIhIi ruid Clilpo hiir Spcclidt}'
656-1621







Pniuting & DBCorutlng 
spray or Brush
Phone 656-1041












YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOHI'OOI)
COIINEU Mc'I AVTSlI 
& EAST SAANICH iU)7 
OPEN DAILY ft A M. • Bl’ Ml 
656-40(11
Hug and Upholstery Clenmtrs, 
Wall Washing,
Rugs dried less than :i iiours, 
IMione 385-7470
COMMUNITY SERVICES INFORMATION DIRECTORY
Liindlortl and Teniint Advisory
Bureau 3H2-;inm
Legal Aid -Criminal 3H2“2l0l 




l !•* I'AV IN'. 
Ahn H'liiil. SiibitK tihxi
mPHONE 652-2151.
Cord Aid
CriHiH Line (24 hours) itBfi 6323 
Family Allowiuice, Did AiP> 
Beeurily and r.iuiranteed In- 
I errtne Sur'fdenienl 388*3631 
Financial Assistance (Soeial 
Allowanee and Supplement to 
Ol(i Age Securllyi!
eidiv*;/, ("'(‘titml nnd North 
Saanleli, Gulf Islands 656.3!»4J 
Ailoplion, FoNter eare, Child 






Saaniefi Mental lleailli Centre
470-1602
Public HeaUh lPro-miHdj Well 
Uatiy, inununi^itiiott .u.d V.D.
--(,’entral Saaiiieh and 
Saanich :i82-rd21




Clinics; School IleaUh Scr-




No. fl3 - Rural Saanich, Central 
Saanich, North Saanich,
.. Sidney,, ■.. , (gki-illl
KitrV iee a for, ilie. ,fvIderiy. .'i88-42fi8
■KiliMlllilHlIM
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CHURNING LEGS AND SHIF™G GEARS marks the passage last Sunday of this group of racing cyclists along East Saanich Road. All were competitors in a race' 
sponsored by a Victoria club. The race began at Centennial Park in Central Saanich and took entrants on a “bicycle tour” of the peninsula.
SyNSi¥:^illiNG CLUB —j. manning photo
Sh&w fe&fibres 15 events
Members of the Sunset 
Riding Club met for their first 
event of the season Sunday, 
gathering at the club’s riding 
ring for what was described as 
a “get-acquainted fiin day’^
Members competed in 15
different classes at the event,
all judged by Mrs J. Walker, 
Mrs. Dale Caldwell, Andy 
Barrie and Roy Jewell.
The sunset Club’s fourth 
annual open schooling show- 
held each year as a part of the 
v British Columbia FesUyal of 
Sportsis slated for May 26 
this year.
Entry forms are available 
atmost feed stores, tack shops 
and riding stables.
Deadline for entries is May
9. SACK RACE- over 10 yrs.; 1. 
Sally Bushby - Bess, 2. Mr. T. 
Hives - Trigger, 3. Louise 
Herlinbeaux - Beile, 4. isabeile 
Springett; Gypsy Prince, 5. Karen 
Waterton - Deckanea.
10. ROAD HACK - PONY: 1. 
Angei - Marlyn Fox, 2. Trigger - 
Rowena Hives, 3. Star - Meagon 
Soeilner, 4. Golden Maiden - Caria 
Adams, 5. Geronimo - Joanne Fox.
n. ROAD HACK - HORSE: 1.
. Tammar's Mischief - Joyce Welle, 
2. Kelon - Mrs. D. Jordan, 3, Sal- 
Miss Ann Barclay, 4. Hayden's 
Minstrel - Nancy McMlnn, 5. Merry 
Legs - Carolyn Michels.
12. ENGLISH PLEASURE
PONY: 1. Tammar's Mlschlef- 
Joyce Welle, 2. Angel - Marlyn 
Fox, 3. Dusky - B. Taylor, 4. Star - 
Meagon Soeilner, 5. Trigger - 
Rowena Hlves^ ^ ^
13. ENGLISH PLEASURE
HORSE: 1. Sal - Miss. Ann Bar-, 
clay, 2. Merry Legs - Carolyn 
Michels, 3. Gypsy Prince - Isabelle 
Springett, 4. Hayden's Minstrel - 
Nancy McMinn, S. Spice - Mrs. L. 
Soeilner.
14. MUSICAL TIRES - unjder 10 
yrs.: 1. Rowena Hives - Trigger, 2. 
Meagon Soeilner - Star, 3. Nicola 
Hives - His Royal Rocketship, 4. 
Carla Adams - Golden Maiden.
15. MUSICAL TIRES - over 10 
yrs: 1. Joyce Welle - Tammar's 
Mischief, 2. Karen Whitehouse - 
Gypsy Prince, 3. Sally Bushby - 
Bess, 4. Mrs. D. Jordan - Sugar, 5 
Chris Adams - Golden Maiden.
16. VINTAGE CLASS - over 29 
yrs: 1. Mrs. J. Walker. Sal, 2. Mr, 
A, Barrie - Merry Legs, 3. Tie: 
Mrs. P. Hives - Trigger, T. Hives - 
Smokey, 4. Mr. G. Soeilner - 





1. BACK ALLEY JUMPING: 1. 
r::: Bess Sally Bushby,; 2.' Gypsy 
€ : ' Prince : Isabelle ” Springett, 3;,
Tammar's Mischief - Joyce Wel|e.
2. CAVELLETTI 14.2 and under:
1. :;Tammar'S 'mischief - Joyce 
Welle, 2.; Ahgeli - Marlyn Fox, 3.- 
Geronirho - Joanne Fox, 4. Bess - 
Sally Bushby, 5. Dusky - b; Taylor. 
3. CAVELLETTI over 14.2: 1. 
Gypsy Prince - ; Isabelle 
Springett; 2. Chico - Ed. Urquhart, 
3. Sugar - Mrs, D, Jordan, 4. Belle 
• Louise Herlinbeaux, 5. Spice - 
Mrs, L. Soeilner.^ ^
4. WESTERN PLEASURE 
; PONY: 1, Golden maiden - Chris
Adams.,, ■ . ■ ■
5. WESTERN PLEASURE 
HORSE: 1. Kelon ■ Arlene Mason,
2. Sugar- Mrs. D. Jordan, 3. Merry 
Legs - Carolyn Michels, 4. 
Deckanea - Karen VJatorton, 5. 
Banner's Pennant ■ Sylvia Thistle.
6. WESTERN EQUITATION - 
SENIOR; 1. Mrs, D. Jordan, . 
sugar, 2. Miss A. Barclay - Sal, 3. 
Mr. G. Soeilner - Shelerazado 
Badr.
7. OPEN TRAIL HC^RSE: 1. 
Kelon • Arlene Mason, 2, 
Merrylogs - Carolyn Michels, 3. 
Popper- Nina Springett, 4, Sugar • 
Mrs. D. Jordan, 5. Serena • TIsh 
Ball.
. .it. SACK RACE - under 10 yrs.: 1, 
Meagon Soollner - star, 2, Rowena 
Hives - Trigger, 3, Carla Adams ■ 
Golden Malden, 4. Nicola Hives - 
His Royal Rocketship.
The Central' Saanich 
Recreation Commission is 
offering tennis instruction at 
Centennial Park. ; !
The instructor is to be Dave 
: Tooby^^;
Registration for the Wed­
nesday afternoon group will 
be oh Wednesday, May 16, at 1 
p.m. Registration for the 
Monday evening group will be 
at 6:30 p.m, May ^
A junior program will be
offered for youngsters up to 15 
on Saturdays and registration 
will be held at 9:30 a.m. on
'.'May 18-!;;";
Whitehorse, the capital city 
of the Yukon, has more than 
half of the entire population of 
the territory within its city 
limits. According to the 1971 
census, the population of 
Whitehorse totalled 11,217
PART OM FULL TIME
APPLY IN PERSON
LOCAL BUTCHER 










1« 0*. Rag. II.OR
Spring ! 
S|)«l!jtt|
1H 07., U«K. 11.60 SIMUNH SAI.R 
PRICK ; :■
16 11.39 SALK
■ - . 1‘UI'CK"' ■ '
lOO'o Rcii:. 11.70 S!»niN(V8AIJ3 
TRICK'
t. kn HI’llINd HACK
Revlon Flex 56 TrrcfntMon; STRING S.\I,K 
IiiHlaiit CotuIHIoiior 16 Kl, 07,N. .STKCIAI,
R4!g. II.30
FOR HAY FKVKR, TOCCKN HDFFKRKRH
.STRINli SAI.K 
TRICE












FOR SAFE SiOOTH 
SPRING AND SOMMER 
DRIVING
COME IN AND HAVE YOUR 
TIRES CHECKED AND BALANCED.
IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY BY FALL
656-4S11 9S17 Resthaven Drive,
THE ROAD MAY BE CLOSED BUT WE ARE NOT
House paintf
.HCIIIICl ! Superior Korn paint 
UTIX 5iMi-Cl05i manufacturod by
............. ^ Sherwin-Williams.
Kom-l-Coot.Pro. 
mium quality latex 
exterior while paint-groat one coat pro­
tection, Kciin-Namel is a latex somi-gioss 
with a lustrous finish that wears and wears, 
And Super Kom-Tone, It's tho Interior latex 
paint on the markot. And both are available 
in all Fashion-Right* colors, plus white. 
II you've boon waiting for tho right time to
paint, you can't afford to wait any longer,
•w^er^ coniflni* nr*» ' ends Saturday at participating paint,
hardware, department Bto.'es, 
io4ouhcii»io«iiow)or Home Iniprovemont Centres,






<. .1, •.I 'n
SAIJC ENDS MAY 16
PHONE: 656*1134




©Pilkl 4s3® - fjO® l».M,
SUNDAY
BEACON PLAZA SIDNEY 
656-4822
BEACON AVE SIDNEY, B.C.
